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Crime in
Louisville
decreases
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Reports of murder, rape, robbery and other serious crimes
declined sharply in Louisville
and appeared to be down in
Jefferson County in the first
half of 1999.
Jefferson County police
reported nearly 1,000 fewer
serious-crime complaints in the
first five months of this year
compared with the first six
months of last year — 2,978
vs. 3,936.
Louisville police received
almost 2,000 fewer calls in the
first six months of the year
than last year — 7,429 vs.
9,351.
"That's less victims and less
people going through the penal
system and our courts," said
Officer Kim Kraeszig, a city
police spokeswoman.
Rapes dropped by a third,
to 40 from 60, in the first six
months of this year in the city
and car theft also fell by nearly 30 percent.
Both the city and county
reported fewer homicides: The
city had 16 as of July 3 and
18 as of July 4, 1998.
The county had four through
the end of May compared with
seven through the end of June
last year.

Public urges
stiff sentence
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -Betty Probus never met the
two former Jefferson County
school officials who admitted
stealing more than $322,000
earmarked to buy encyclopedias for classrooms.
But something compelled her
to sit down and type a letter
to the man who holds the fate
of Jim and Patti Hearn in his
hands — Jefferson Circuit
Judge Stephen Mershon.
"Maybe I wrote it for me.
Maybe I was hoping, in some
small way, to make a difference," said Probus, 67, who
never before had taken such
a public stand on any issue.
"It was just something I felt I
had to do. I didn't even know
if Judge Mershon would ever
see it."
Probus and her husband,
Sherman, are among more than
a dozen people with no ties
to the case who sent letters
to Mershon telling him they think
the couple owes more than
just a monetary debt to society.
For his part, Mershon, who
ultimately will decide whether
the Hearns ever see the inside
of a prison, is making the letters part of the court record.
Some, like the Probuses,
have written to Mershon directly. Others have written letters
to the editor that the judge's
staff has been clipping from
the newspaper.
Geoffrey Morris, the chief
Jefferson Circuit Court judge,
said Mershon is allowed to
take the letters into account
when deciding the Hearns' sentence.

Tonight .Partly cloudy. Low
70 to 75 West wind 5 mph.
Wednesday. Partly cloudy
with a 20 percent chance of
afternoon thunderstorms. High
around 95
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Authorities
treat death
as homicide
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
County and state authorities are still pursuing leads
into the shooting death of a Cherry Corner Road man
that is being treated as a homicide.
The autopsy on Loraine Cunningham, 78, was scheduled for midmorning Tuesday by the Kentucky Medical
Examiner's Office in Madisonville.
Cunningham apparently died from a single gunshot
wound to the chest, said a press release from the Kentucky State Police, which is doing a joint investigation
with the Calloway County Sheriff's Department.
Cunningham's body was found about 7:30 a.m. Monday in the front yard of his home, but investigators were
unsure of the exact time of death.
Mike Garland, a deputy Calloway County coroner, said
Tuesday morning that Cunningham had been dead 10 to
12 hours before his body was found by a friend. Garland said he would have a better idea of the time of
death after the autopsy was done.
Scott said no weapon has been found.
"It was a small caliber of whatever it was," Garland
said.
Investigators spent all day Monday and much of the

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
A NEW SIGN...Members of a Kentucky Department of Transportation road crew work on a new turn
arrow at the intersection of Sycamore and 12th streets Monday. The thermoplastic road sign is
treated to a 750-degree temperature for proper bonding to the road surface.

II See Page 2

McConnellogra pushes Army for options
from 1993- estimated the Army to have nearNpr
itarization
By. EDWARD SHERIDA
ly $200 million in unused funds
1999.
Staff Writer
"I am concerned that the Army at its disposal.
Sen.- Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
McConnell has accused the Army
is fed up with the U.S. Army's is pulling a bait and switch,"
refusal to look into other methods McConnell said. "We gave them of using "early '80s technology"
of destroying its chemical weapons enough money to fully study all to dispose of the weapons and
viable alternatives and now they that it has refused to explore any
stockpile in Kentucky.
suggested alternatives.
As a result, he and Senate say they don't have it. "
"They .already know how to do
conducted
be
will
review
The
Ted
Chairman
Appropriations
Stevens (R-Alaska) have called for by the General Accounting Office, incineration," he said. "What we
a "thorough and complete review" an investigative arm of Congress. identified is six different methods
of the U.S. Army's chemical demil- McConnell said early reports have for them to use, and they don't

seem to want to explore any of
them."
McConnell's primary concern for
Kentucky has to do with the Blue
Grass Army Depot in Madison
County, which houses 523 tons of
chemical weapons that must be
disposed of on-site because federal law prevents them from being
shipped out of the state.
In 1996, McConnell directed
the Army to study alternatives to

incineration because of public
health and safety concerns.
In February of this year, he added
Sec. 129 to the Military Construction Bill, which prohibits "technology specific" construction at
Blue Grass Army Depot until testing of all six alternatives is complete.
"We must not allow a billow-

• See Page 2

Work continues on
BMX track in park
ered that. Dobbs said bikers, ignoring signs
By DAVID BLACKBURN
saying the site was not yet open, packed
Staff Writer
The city-county parks system's new bicy- the track located near the old courthouse in
cle motoctsoss track appears to be a big hit Central Park until well into the evening
recently.
even before it officially opens.
"It's full," said board member Joe Dale
That won't happen until the Murray-Calloway County Parks and Recreation Depart- Curd. "My boy is biting at the bit to get
ment can get equipment and approximately over there."
Dobbs said dragging will be needed in
4,000 tons of topsoil needed to complete
the project. parks director Skip Dobbs said. addition to the topsoil to finish the track.
Layout of the BMX track, formed by He also said the department awaits the start2,400 tons of sand from the Lowe's site ing gate and other equipment from the Nationunder construction on North 12th Street and al Bicycle League of Hilliard. Ohio, which
1.600 tons of dirt, has been completed, Dobbs will conduct races.
The early heavy interest also prompted
said during Monday's monthly parks board
meeting.
Many local youths have already discov- • See Page 2

Panel ponders financial
future for higher education

BERNARD KANE Ledger & Times photo
FARM FRESH...Joe D. Hopkins stays in the shade to shuck some corn
fresh from his garden Monday on Flint Road in Almo.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Ron Greenberg, chairman of the Council on Postsecondary Education's finance committee, knows
the history when universities start looking
out for their own interests come budget time.
This time, the council wants a united
front and on Monday adopted a few measures to further that end.
The council formally adopted a funding
target for each university and the community-technical college system, embraced a set
of guidelines for building planning and, in
a move that rang with symbolism, gave President Gordon Davies a 5 percent salary increase
along with his annual evaluation.
"It's important that all the institutions be
supportive of this," Greenberg said during
his committee meeting. "I think everybody

can jump on board that."
The council has already embraced a set
of benchmark institutions for each Kentucky
university and the college system.
The benchmark institutions are other universities that are comparable in size and
mission or aspiration. On Monday, the council said it wants to provide public funding
for each at the 55th percentile of the benchmarks. Public funding is defined as government support plus student tuition and fees.
The space guidelines are based on a study
that generally shows higher education has
more space than it needs, with notable exceptions in certain areas. such as laboratory
space.

• See Page 2
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Kennedy family acknowledges deaths
AQUINNAH. Mass. (AP) —
Relatives of John F. Kennedy Jr.,
his wife and sister-in-law acknowledged their deaths .with words of
anguish as investigators revealed
their plane had plunged toward
the sea at a much taster speed
than first believed.
And there were published reports

today that the Federal Aviation
Administration knew less than a
half hour after the plane apparently crashed that it was unaccounted-for.
New radar information showed
the Piper Saratoga 32 dropped 1,100
feet in.14 seconds Friday evening
as it approached -the airport on

Martha's Vineyard — equivalent
to 4,700 feet per minute, a speed
sonic experts said was nearly 10
times that of normal.
"The normal rate of descent
you're shooting for as a pilot is
500 to -700 feet per minute for
passenger comfort." said Warren •
Morningstar'. spokesman for the Air-

craft Owners and Pilots Associa•
tion.
The Piper's drop was more like
"a dive, not a descent," added
Drew Steketee. the group's senior
vice president.
But did that mean the plane
was out of control? Federal investigators said that speed did not

necessarily mean -the craft was in
danger.
. •
"It is within the airplane's capabilities," said Robert Pearce. the
National Transportation Safety
Board's . chief investigator in the
case.

• See Page 2
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evening working on the case. said
Scott, who declined to release
details about the case because it
is ongoing.
Scott said Cunningham is
believed to have lived alone in
the house about 10 miles southeast of Murray and possibly was
a lifelong resident of the area.
"Apparently, he was well-liked
by everyone in the neighborhood,"
Scott said.
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ing cloud ot toxic gas to blow across
the playgrounds of Madison County," McConnell said. "The Army
must be held accountable for the
safety of those living near the
Blue Grass Army Depot."
In 1997. the Senate ratified the
Chemical Weapons Conventions.
which established April 2007 as
the deadline for destroying the
U.S. chemical weapons stockpile.
McConnell's proposal for an
investigation also asks the GAO
to determine whether the Department of Defense is on schedule
to have the project completed by

board members to wonder what
to do about parking when races
are conducted her. Some members
suggested the possibility of expanding the parking lot by the old
courthouse, but no action was taken.
In another part of his report,
Dobbs said agents from the state
Division of Water have inspected
sites in and around Bee Creek where
a plan is to be put in place to
limit erosion caused by increased
rainwater runoff from the Lowe's
construction site.
Dobbs said water division members looked at sites around Lowe's
and the Wal-Mart Supercenter.

1 YR. $72.00

that date.
In a letter to GAO Comptroller General. McConnell and Stevens
claim the -DOD has failed to adequately implement the national
strategy, to account for the funds
appropriated by Congress and has
shifted funds for this effort to
meet other Department priorities."
McConnell said he expects the
investigation to move fairly quickly.
"We're hoping it will move
pretty rapidly," he said. "DOD has
already found several million dollars in unused funds already. We
believe they have the money to
do this."

The state agency has approved
the erosion plan, which ,was presented by Trinity Engineering on
Industrial Road, Dobbs said. He
said three live trees have already
toppled because water in the creek
washed out the underlying soil.
On a creek-related matter, work
is scheduled to begin next week
on concrete abutments for a bridge
that will span Bee Creek, Dobbs
said.
The bridge, which will be eight
feet wide and 50 feet long, will
join the two soccer complexes near
the complex's concession stand. The
bridge will be paid for as part of
a trail grant from the National
Trails and Recreation Fund.
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Other aviation experts said the
high-performance Piper generally
cannot handle a descent faster than
1,500 feet per minute. The plane's
gauge has a maximum of 2,000
feet per minute.
Officials had said the plane lost
700 feet in altitude within 30 seconds — or 1,400 feet per minute.
Radar tapes available Monday indicated those numbers were incorrect.
The reason for the drop is
unknown.
On board the plane were
Kennedy, 38; his wife, Carolyn
Bessette Kennedy, 33; and her sister Lauren Bessette, 34. Kennedy,
the pilot, and his wife planned to
drop off her sister on Martha's Vineyard en route to a cousin's wedding in Hyannis Port.
The Boston Globe and Boston
Herald reported today that an
employee of the Martha's Vineyard airport, Adam Budd, telephoned an FAA station in Bridgeport, Conn., at 10:05 p.m. Friday
at the request of an unidentified
couple who had come to the airport to meet Ms. Bessette.
Budd told the employee, "I was
wondering if you could track an
airplane for me," according to a
transcript published in the Globe.
He later said, "Kennedy Jr.'s on
board. He's, uh, they wanna know,
uh, where he is." The person at
the FAA station questioned Budd
repeatedly about who he was and
finally told Budd, "We don't give
this information out to people over
the phone." Budd gave up.
In the end, no action was taken
until a 2:15 a.m. Saturday phone
call to the Coast Guard by a
Kennedy family friend. Her call

(AP) - Following is a tran- flight plan I/8instrument flight
script of a telephone exchange rules 3/8 or what?
Caller: They don't know.
between Martha's Vineyard AirATCS: You got an aircraft numport employee Adam Budd and
the Federal Aviation Administra- ber?
Caller: Yeah, there's two of
tion's Bridgeport (Conn.) Automated Flight Service Station on them. It's either 529.1K or 9253N.
ATCS: OK, and who's this,
Friday at 10:05 p.m. The transcript was published today in The who are you calling from?
Boston Globe.
Caller: This is from Martha's
ATCS (air traffic control spe- Vineyard Airport, and that's where
cialist): Good evening, Bridgeport they're headed.
ATCS: Your name?
Flight Service.
Caller: Hi, I was wondering if
Caller: Adam.
you could track an airplane for
ATCS: Adam what?
me. Would you know about TeterCaller: Adam Budd.
boro or Westchester. There's two
ATCS: Butt?
tail numbers.
Caller: Budd.
ATCS: Okay, well are you with
ATCS: OK, now, what's this
all about now. Who are you?
operations there?
Caller: This is, that's to go en
Caller: Yeah. If it's not too
route from Martha's Vineyard Air- much trouble.
ATCS: Well, we don't give this
port.
information out to people over the
ATCS: Well, who are you?
Caller: I'm with airport opera- phone.
Caller: OK, well, if it's too
tions.
ATCS: From where?
much trouble, it's...
ATCS: Okey-doke.
Caller: Martha's Vineyard Airport.
Caller: I'll just have 'em wait.
ATCS: What?
ATCS: OK.
Caller: Actually, Kennedy Jr.'s
Caller: All right, it's not a big
on board. He's, uh, they wanna deal.
ATCS: All right.
know, uh, where he is.
ATCS: Well, is he on an IFR
Caller: Take it easy.
set in motion a multiagency search.
FAA officials said they responded appropriately to the first call,
and that Budd's tone did not indicate he was worried about the
plane.
"The FAA was not told that
the aircraft was overdue, or that
there was any indication there was
a problem or a cause for concern
that would raise warning flags,"
Eliot Brenner, an FAA spokesman,
told the Globe. But Budd, a 21year-old college student working

as a ramp attendant at
told the newspaper
employee "was kind
me, making me feel
able."

with the process at this point,"
Greenberg said.

— $273,000 after the increase —
but Davies wanted to get the same
percentage as council staff members.

To Subscribe To
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Murray Ledger & Times is a member of the
Associated
Press,
Kentucky
Press
Association and Southern Newspapers
Publishers Association The Associated
Press is exciusiyely entitled to news originated by Murray Ledger & Times.

The Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

President Clinton said the
tragedy affected him deeply.
"John Kennedy and his sister,
and later his wife, were uncommonly kind to my daughter and
to my wife," Clinton said. "This
has been a very difficult thing for
us personally."

II Panel ...
From Page 1

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Call the circulation dept. between
5:00-600 p.m. MondayaFriday or 4:305 p.m. Saturday at 753-1916.

the airstrip,
the FAA
of rude to
uncomfort-

Greenberg acknowledged in an
interview that efforts by individual institutions in the past to gain
financial favor from the General
Assembly led to a fragmented system. Those efforts were often cited
by Gov. Paul Patton when he
undertook an overhaul of the governing system for higher education.
The 2000 legislature, with a
potentially tight money situation,
will provide the first real test of
the council's efficacy.
"I don't sense any problems

Greenberg said the council will
still press for every dollar it can
get from the legislature, but with
the entire higher education system
in mind.
Council Chairman Leonard
Hardin, who ended a three-year term
on Monday, made something of a
point of financial responsibility in
announcing the raise for Davies.
Hardin said the council was prepared to offer him a substantially
higher raise to his $260,000 salary

By law, Davies must be paid
more than any individual university president, but the raise was
poignant given the increase received
by University of Kentucky President Charles Wethington.
During the long controversy
over extending Wethington's presidency beyond his 65th birthday,
he still received a 19 percent salary
increase to $229,439.
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Loraine Cunningham, 78, Cherry Corner Road, Murray, died
Sunday. July 18, 1999, at his home. (See related story on Page

Pictured (bottom row, from left) are Anthony Bailey, Joey Skaggs, Camee Taylor, Eric
Holzapfel, Chloe Ernhsman and Alex Adams.(Middle row) Brittany Harpole, Brett Bramer,
Jessica Lee, P-3 teacher Lashlee Foster and Jacob Bell.(Top row) Ian Boone, Paige Shelby,
All Adams, Holly Oatman and Alyssa Erickson. These P3 and P4 students recently earned
$75 or more during a Math-a-thon fundraiser.

Gas buildup stops shuttle launch
44.

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.(AP)
- An indication of a dangerous
buildup of hydrogen gas in space
shuttle Columbia's engine compartment stopped the countdown
early Tuesday just 6 1/2 seconds
before launch.
Eileen Collins, the first female
space shuttle commander, and the
four other astronauts were safe,
but rushed nonetheless to turn off
all shuttle systems and get out of
the rocket filled with more than
500,000 gallons of liquid hydrogen fuel and liquid oxygen.
Columbia was to have blasted
off at 12:36 a.m. EDT carrying
the world's most powerful X-ray
telescope.
The reading of excess hydrogen - which NASA.suspects may
have been faulty - was detected
by onboard computers an instant
before the three main engines were
to ignite.
"Cutoff!" a launch controller
shouted."Cutoff was given," another replied.
NASA launch commentator
Bruce Buckingham said depending on the problem another launch
attempt might be made Thursday.
It was the first time in years
that trouble struck so late in the

countdown. At first, engineers con- Observatory is to be ejected from
sidered the reading to be accurate the shuttle. For five years, it will
but as they checked their data scrutinize stars, galaxies and
began to suspect there was no quasars, search for black holes and
hydrogen buildup.
study the so-called black matter
"Engineers in the firing room that fills the cosmos.
will continue to monitor the situCollins, 42, an Air Force colonel
ation and strive to understand exact- and a former test pilot, has flown
ly what happened that caused this before as a shuttle co-pilot. This
abort," Buckingham said.
week's flight would be her third.
It was a huge disappointment
Collins has said that she is honfor the female notables on hand ored to be the first woman to
- and also for the astronauts.
command a mission in 38 years
The U.S. women's soccer team, of U.S. human spaceflight, and
as well as Hillary Rodham Clin- that a female commander is long
ton, daughter Chelsea and Sally overdue.
Ride, America's first woman in
But she said she sometimes
space, had gathered to cheer Collins wonders: "Why would anyone be
on. A sign held by a female space interested in hearing about me
worker summed up the mood on when the science and the explothe 30th anniversary of the first ration part of our mission, to me,
manned moon landing, by Apollo is so exciting?"
The 45-foot Chandra is the
11: "Eileen - You go girl!!!"
"This really is the last barrier biggest X-ray telescope ever built
to be broken," observed Ride. She and the heaviest payload ever put
had called Collins earlier to wish aboard a space shuttle. With its
attached rocket motor and support
her good luck.
The lengthy VIP list also includ- gear, Chandra weighs 50,000
ed Health and Human Services pounds.
Columbia is the only shuttle
Secretary Donna Shalala; 15 members of Congress, 13 of them big enough to hold it. NASA ran'
women; and Judy Collins, who extra engineering studies to make
sure the shuttle could sustain the
wrote a song for the occasion.
The $1.5 billion Chandra X-ray weight if, because of some problem, it had to return to Earth with
the telescope still on board.
NASA's top managers granted
permission for the shuttle to carry
the observatory after the space
agency stripped 7.000 pounds from
*After a death in the family to Columbia by using lighter engines
see if survivor benefits can be and discarding unnecessary gear.
paid.
*When someone in the family
is disabled, to find out if disability benefits can be paid.
*At retirement - at 65 for full
rate benefits or as early as 62 for
reduced benefits. Sign up for
Medicare two or three months
before 65 even if there are no
plans for retirement.
Anyone with a question or with
a report to make prior to the representative's visit to the library
may telephone the Mayfield Social
Security office at 247-8095.

The funeral for Mrs. Ora Pearl Kuykendall will be today at 3
p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev.
Randy Kuykendall will officiated. Music will be by Freda Jones,
soloist, and Susan Darnell, pianist.
Pallbearers will be Lowell Key, Steve Knott, John Lax, Sonny
Lockhart and Dub Hurt, deacons of Sinking Spring Baptist Church,
and Gene Wrye and Carlos Wrye, nephews. Burial will follow in
Sinking Spring Church Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mrs. Kuykendall, 77, St. Rt. 94 West, Murray, died Sunday,
July 18, 1999, at 6:50 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
A member of Sinking Spring Baptist Church, she had taught
Sunday School for 25 years. One son, James Edward Kuykendall,
preceded her in death. Born Nov. 19, 1921, in Calloway County,
she was the daughter of the late Matthew Wrye and Pearl Houston Wrye.
Survivors include her husband, James Howard Kuykendall, to
whom she was married on June 29, 1940; one daughter, Mrs.
Deborah Darnell and husband, Gene, one granddaughter, Mrs.
Jeanne Bogard and husband, Steve, one grandson, Dustin Darnell
and wife, Susan, and two great-granddaughters, Ashley Bogard
and Alyssa Bogard, all of Murray.
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Sears
655'. -3
:
Texaco
76'. -16
Time Warner
.
475
Union Planters
29°16 +
UST
48
Wal-Mart
'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this
stock.
unc - price unchanged

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available

Upon

Request

HILLIARD
DONS
SINCE 1854

Our Best lutes/went Is Von.
44.8. Hilturci, CL. Lyon., Inc.• blembir ant and SPC

Social Security representative
to visit Murray library July 22
A representative from the Mayfield Social Security office will
be in Murray at the Calloway
County Public Library July 22
from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
A person should contact Social
Security:
*Before getting his or her first
job, because a Social Security number is required to get proper Social
Security credit for earnings.
Employers are required to examine a person's Social Security card.
Be sure to apply for a number at
least two weeks before it will be
needed.

YES!

WE INSURE
CITY HOMES...

When you discover who you are ... everything fits.

GDecoptin Den
ERIORS

kMuil

Window Treatments • Carpet
Upholstery • Bedspreads
Furniture • Accessories

( 'Ilk Iqt

753.-1184 or 7594776
We come to you

753-4703
Pamela Clark

310 South 4th

Street

It's a process of evolution.

Now Available At SEARS•••

The New
Maytag® Gemini

It's all about attitude.
A NEW STORE.
About never compromising.
A NEW STANDARD.
About finding your niche ...
and owning it.
A NEW MAURICES.
For him. For her. For you.

Two seperate ovens
One complete meal.
'Fits in the same place as an ordinary electric range
'Preheats in„half the time.

41,1

k'

Owned & Operated By: Opal Hart • 912S.12th St.
Murray •753-2310 • Store Hours: Sun.12-5; Mon.-Sat. 9-6

A Complete Line of Maytag'Products...Another Reason To Shop At Sears.

MAURICES
CHESTNUT HILLS
SHOPPING CENTER

Visit us during our GRAND OPENING and

register to win a $100 Maurices

Gift Certificate.
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A drop-in candidacy
The Constitution is such a wonderful document that occasionally
it is good to consult it for some
insight on, how the Founders
believed this country should operate.
Concerning the possible Senate
candidacy of Hillary li.odham Clinton, the Constitution offers special wisdom and instruction.
Article I, Section 3, paragraph
3 reads: "A senator must be an
inhabitant of the state which he
is appointed to represent."
Mrs. Clinton has yet to "inhabit" (that is, "to occupy as a place
of settled residence or habitat")
any part of New York.
She regards the state as a city
block one circles while looking
for a parking place.
Hers is a race of convenience
designed to allow her to cling to
power after her source of power
-- the president -- leaves the White
House.
Yes, she's shopping for a place
to live, but who is going to pay
for it? Is buying a house the same
as inhabiting a state and absorbing its unique character?
Is Mrs. Clinton more likely to
represent New York or herself?
As for qualifications to be a
senator, James Iredell, a member
of the North Carolina Supreme
Court and a delegate to the Constitutional Convention, said: "The
business of a senator will require
a great deal of knowledge and
more extensive information than can
be acquired in a short time."
How much knowledge does Mrs.
Clinton have about the Senate or
the people of New York?
Mrs. Clinton says she wants to
pursue her ideas about health care
(already rejected once by a majority Democratic Congress) and education (more money for broken

C.% :ti THOUGHTS

CAL THOMAS
Syndicated Columnist
public schools).
She doesn't like the Republicans' welfare reform ideas, though
her husband signed the GOP welfare bill, which he originally
opposed but later took credit for
when it began to work.
The Founders wanted senators
to be appointed by state legislatures because they believed, rightly, that the interests of the states
should be fully represented in Washington as a hedge against an overbearing federal government.
Their wisdom was rejected by
the 17th Amendment that allowed
the people to directly elect senators. Too bad.
The original vision - the need
of protection from Washington was correct.
Unlike other political figures
who run for office and lose, Mrs.
Clinton gets just one chance if
she decides to run.
The political stars will probably not align for her a second
time.
If she is rejected by one of
our most liberal states, where the
left-wing media is headquartered
- they are ever slavish to her liberal views - the woman once
described by former House Ways
and Means Committee Chairman
and convicted felon Dan Rostenkowski as "the smartest woman
in the world" will be shown to
be weak and thus finished as a
national political figure.
Like former Clinton advisor Dick

Morris, 1, too, believe she won't
run, at least for the New York
Senate seat.
She'll probably take her political campaign war chest and run,
perhaps to Illinois, perhaps back
to Arkansas, where she will plot
her return to political power.
But she, like her husband, is a
traveling snake-oil salesperson. She
is out to prove something and that
can be a strong motivation, whether
one runs for office or not.
Mrs. Clinton is an unredeemed
'60s leftist.
Her resume and writings reveal
a philosophy rooted in big government and an antipathy to individual freedom, personal responsibility and accountability.
She wants to make government
/our keeper as well as our savior,
and she will tax anything (literally and figuratively) to impose her
utopian vision.
The Founders wanted to ensure
the sovereignty of the states. Mrs.
Clinton would like to become a
sovereign from New York State.
The ultimate objective is the White
House.
"New York is a place of miracles and disasters," says the 1996
issue of "The Almanac of American Politics." It may take a miracle for Hillary Rodham Clinton
to win the Senate seat if she
decides to run.
It would be a disaster for the
state and the nation if she wins.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
July 7 — South County Journal, Kent, Wash., some HMOs not being fully reimbursed for service. ...
on the federal formula and HMOs:
Up until 1997, the government's Medicare forHMOs throughout the country are going to ask
their Medicare patients to pay more and, in some mula reimbursed the HMOs at 95 percent of what
cases, will cut their benefits.
was paid to fee-for-service health providers in the
And in some cases, the organizations will drop HMOs' localities, according to Stuart Butler, a polout of Medicare entirely. The result will force as icy analyst 'at The Heritage Foundation. In some
many as a quarter of a million people nationwide instances, this might mean the HMOs were paid
to find new health providers.
too much, and, in others, too little.
But don't paint the HMOs as villains, as some
To fix things, Congress revamped the formula.
politicians and federal officials are trying to do.
But it's still a formula, still a way of dictating to
There are many factors involved, including inefthey must provide in specified
ficiency at some HMOs, but the problem in most businesses what
without talking local
cases is in how HMOs are reimbursed for their services at specified 'prices
of changing market
host
a
costs of livingt and
services.
...
The government uses a formula that results in issues into account.
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Letters ...
Letters should be sent
to: Murray Ledger and
Times, P.O. Box 1040,
Murray, KY 42071. They
may also be faxed to
(502) 753-1927.

I have been selected a "Certified Cash Winner." The envelope
says so.
The green star means I'm either
getting a live check or a certified
cash claim voucher. I'm feeling
lucky.
All I have to do is break the
seal to retrieve my winning ticket. What's so difficult about that?
Maybe it's a portent of things
to come, but there are three tickets in the outside pocket, and all
of them bear suspicious resemblance to an answer sheet for one
of those standardized multiple
choice tests, like the SAT's.
The appropriate square that corresponds to each ticket number
has been blacked out. Uh-oh!
After some careful reading, I
realize that the next step is to
find out how to redeem my winning ticket.
To do that, I have to open the
inside mailing envelope.
It is full of papers — eight
separate items, each requiring careful perusal because I might need
the information to submit my Certified Cash Winner form without
error.
Ifs like trying to assemble a
toy on Christmas Eve. The directions are complicated, and you are
not sure if you have all the right
parts.
There are stickers and code
numbers, scratch-off blocks and
Winning Claim vouchers.
The official rules are laid out
in small print and expressed in
oddly phrased sentences.
For instance, I can only return
my winning ticket if I am — in
quaint Publishers Clearing House
lingo — "trying an offer."
And my return must be IMMEDIATE, but I have until July 30.
Hmmm
Sifting through the inserts, I
begin to suspect I need to buy

CONSTANCE ALEXANDER
Ledger Columnist
something to be eligible for my
cash.
I can purchase a nifty pair of
Ginsu Shears for four separate
payments of only $2.49. Or, headlined with the promise, "Stunning!" is an offer for a 3 carat
genuine sapphire pendant and earrings set for just $14.99.
If those items do not interest
me, I can sign up for magazines.
"Inside Nascar," "Dog FancY" and
"Golf" are just three of the exciting publications, along with more
like
monthlies
mundane
"Kiplinger's," "McCall's" and
"Popular Mechanics."
I don't feel so lucky anymore.
None of the offers appeal. Even
the magic scratch repair kit that
promises to put auto body shops
out of business, and the multipurpose stain remover that works
like a charm without rubbing, scrubbing or rough wiping don't interest me.
And the video of outtakes from
Bob Hope's old television specials
— Well, what would you say?
But I still can't bring myself
to throw this whole package away
and forget about the guaranteed cash
that has my name ' on it.
That's when I find the insert
labeled "Non-Order Entry." Here
we are. I can fill this baby out,
return it and still be in the running for the megabucks without
buying a thing.
In fact, I am warned not to
return any of this other stuff if I
am not "trying an offer" at this
time.

Cheapos like me just have to
return the appropriate postcard,
remove the special label with my
identification number on it and
affix it in the space provided. To
claim my prize, I then have to
write the words "Certified Cash
Winner" along with my winning
ticket number and the prize I am
qualified to win to qualify for the
$21 million.
I must write the words "Twenty-One Million Dollar SuperPrize,"
in the meager space provided.
As I start doing all this, I wonder if my entry will be thrown
out if I print rather than write.
If I make "Super Prize" two
words instead of the one word,
as it appears in the directions,
does that knock me out of the
winners' circle?
I fill out my card anyway, not
certain if I've done exactly what
the Publishers Clearing House people want.
"Most folks will win $1," the
bold print warns. Another disclaimer declares: "incorrect entries
will be disqualified."
So I'm keeping my fingers
crossed and hoping I passed the
Publishers Clearing House test.
If so, in a couple of weeks I
could be the woman who has just
stepped out of the shower when
the doorbell rings and the man
with the big check is standing on
my front porch with the video
cameras running.
Then I'll be glad I played to
win.
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The same old song
WASHINGTON (AP) — In an
old argument about new numbers,
President Clinton and the Republicans are colliding on tax cuts again
— on party lines that were drawn
long before there was a budget
surplus to spend or refund.
Players and roles have changed,
but essentially, Republicans want
to be the party of the tax cut,
arguing that Democrats are bent
on spending money from Washington that ought to go back to
the taxpayers.
Democrats argue that GOP tax
cuts would benefit the rich at the
expense of programs the rest of
America needs.
They were debating that when
Republicans held the White House
and the Democrats controlled Congress, when the outlook was for
deficits, not surpluses, for as far
as the budget projections could
see.
In 1981, President Reagan won
tax cuts in a Democratic House
— the Senate was Republican then
as now — that went far deeper
than the reductions now on the
GOP agenda.
The Reagan tax cut was projected at $750 billion over five
years, on a smaller budget base,
in a time of deficits, not surpluses
The Republican aim now is a
cut of $792 billion over 10 years.
That's not as much as House GOP
leaders wanted, but it may be as
much as they can get in the Senate.
The House is taking up taxes
this week.
Clinton has his own tax cut
proposal, about $250 billion over
10 years.
Not enough, and not broad
enough, Republicans argue.
"He says we want tax cuts but
only a little bit," said Sen. Trent
Lott, the Senate majority leader.
"Oh, and by the way, he propos-

WASHINGTON TODAY
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WALTER MEARS
Associated Press Writer
es about $100 billion in tax increases."
The administration doesn't call
them that.
They are adjustments and steps
to close loopholes.
Not that Clinton invented semantic sidesteps about taxes.
The Reagan White House
devised the description "revenue
enhancement" to avoid calling an
increase an increase, the president
'having said he would veto any
bill to raise taxes.
Enhancing them was OK.
Now Clinton is saying he will
veto tax cuts in the range of those
Republicans are pushing, saying
they would cost money that should
go into Social Security, Medicare
and spending on such programs
as defense and education.
"Tax cuts of that size are quite
simply bad economic policy," Clinton said in his radio talk on Saturday.
He said the Republican tax cuts
would balloon after 2010, just as
the baby boom generation begins
retiring.
He said that would "blow a $3
trillion hole in the federal budget, threatening our ability to secure
Social Security and Medicare for
the next generation."
The Republicans say their plan
locks away Social Security revenues, then puts one-third of the
projected surplus into tax cuts.
Clinton said his would go further,
to strengthen Social Security and
Medicare financing, and to pay
down the national debt.
"I think what he wants is typ-

ical of Democrats," Lott said on
Fox TV Sunday."They want to keep
it in Washington and spend it. ...
That's the way they always are."
And that's the way the argument always goes, like a broken
record.
That may be why the tax cut
issue doesn't seem to be stirring
the people both sides are trying
to convince. The polls indicate
that most Americans think they
are overtaxed, but that few put
tax cuts near the top of their Washington wish list.
Eventually, Clinton and the
Republicans are going to have to
settle on a budget, and that means
dealing with taxes.
The deadline is Oct. 1, although
stopgap measures can delay that.
So there's ample time to argue.
The word from the White House
is that Clinton isn't interested in
a deal to split the difference between
his tax cut and the Republicans'
plan.
Nor is Lott.
"Nope," he said to that idea.
"Now if he wants to get serious, join with us, great," Lott said.
"But I think maybe some of the
demagoguery needs to be toned
down."
But neither the Clinton administration nor the Republican Congress can get what it wants without the other.
They'll have to pass a version
he will sign.
So eventually, it will take a
compromise to do anything.

HOW TO REACH YOUR ELECTED OFFICIALS
U.S. REP ED WHITFIELD

U.S. SEN. JIM RUNNING

U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL

236 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-225-3115 (Washington)

173A Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington:

361A Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-224-2541 (Washington)
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

As I think of the missing and probable deaths of John F.
Kennedy Jr., his wife. Carolyn, and sister-in-law, Lauren Bessette, I appreciate the grace and fortitude of the Kennedy family and the Bessette family. I can still see the television picture
of John Jr. as he saluted his father's casket as it went past in
the funeral cortege in November 1963. This picture has probably been shown more times than almost any other.
I can understand why John and Carolyn had their private
wedding. In May of 1998 while on vacation with my four sisters-in-law, we went to Kings Island, Ga., and took the boat to
Cumberland Island where the couple was married. We were
hoping to see the church where the ceremony took place, but
this part of the island where the church and the resort are
located was open by reservation only.
The waiting and watching of trying to find the Kennedy
plane or survivors Saturday and Sunday brought to mind two
local tragedies. They were the search for Toy Lenning, one of
Murray's early airplane pilots, whose plane crashed in the Cumberland Mountains of Tennessee; and of the search for H.W.
(Stub) Wilson, local real estate developer, whose plane crashed
in the mountains of Alabama.

Carter reunion on Saturday
The annual Carter (Elidge and Ada) reunion will be Saturday at
the Farmington Community House. A potluck lunch will be served
at noon. All relatives and friends are urged to attend.

Census 2000 test announced
Census 2000 - U.S. Census Bureau will have test sites at the
Aug. 25
Calloway County Public Library on July 31, at 10
positions
time
part
and
Full
a.m.
10
at
28
Aug.
at 9:30 a.m. and
will be available. To qualify, a person must be 18 years of age;
take a written test; agree not engage in any partisan political activity within 24 hours of performing work. Those ages 16 and 17
may be hired for positions not involving driving so long as they
meet state and local employment requirements. For more information call Julia Wooldridge at 1-270-247-3330.

Need Line needs school supplies
School supplies are needed by Need Line to assist students in
the Murray and Calloway school systems. Low on inventory are
broad pencils, folders (plain two pocket), pencil pouches, rubber
cement, color pencils, compasses, broad markers, big erasers, looseleaf paper, spiral tablets, scissors (pointed and blunt; schools request
fiskars), backpacks (new and used, schools request clear/see through
style). Donations may be made at the office in the Weaks Center.
For information call 753-6333.

Depression group will meet

Pictured with Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Howard Douglas at their
wedding are, from left, Kim Murley, Ray and Tam Murley,
bridal couple, Georgia Carole Douglas and Allen Douglas.

Murley-Douglas vows
solemnized on May 30
Heather Lynn Murley of Plymouth. Mich., and Rodney Howard
Douglas of Rawlins, Wyo., were married Sunday, May 30, 1999, at
3 p.m. in a lakeside wedding at Panorama Shores subdivision in Calloway County.
Dr. David Roos officiated at the ceremony. Phillip and Charlie
Powell sang a duet.
The bride is the daughter of Ray and Tam Murley of Plymouth,
Mich.
The groom is the son of Georgia Carole Douglas and the late
Raphael Delano Douglas of Murray.
For her wedding the bride wore a handmade dress made by her
maternal grandmother and worn previously by her mother and two
sisters. Her head dress design was made by the mother of the groom.
She carried a bouquet of blue delphiniums, baby's breath and ribbons.
Kim Murley of Plymouth, Mich., sister of the bride, was her honor
attendant.
Allen Douglas of Louisville, brother of the groom, was best man.
After a wedding trip to Key West, Ha., the couple is at home in
Rawlins, Wyo.
The bride is a doctor of veterinary medicine practicing in Rawlins
and Saratoga, Wyo. The groom is Safety/Environmental Engineer for
Sinclair Oil Corp.

Tindell named winner
Trey Tindell of Calloway County has been named a national
award winner in science by the
United States Achievement Acad-

Depression Support Group will meet Wednesday at 10:30 a.m.
in the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
This is open to all interested persons. For information call Kathy
Culbert RN, MSN, CS at 762-1485.

BIRTHS
Jonah Clay
Brannon

Compassionate Friends will meet
Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the
Administration Annex of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is
for any person who has lost an infant, child or young adult through
death. For more information call Hilda Bennett at 498-8324 or
Kerry Lambert, MCCH chaplain at 762-1274.

Library events Wednesday
Calloway. County Public Library will have Parents and Twos for
children accompanied by an adult at,930 a.m. and Story Hours
for children, ages 3 to 7, at 10:30 a.m. on Wednesday. For' more
information call Sandy Linn, youth services librarian, at 753-2288.

VA officer will be here Wednesday
A veterans assistance officer will be available to provide counseling assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits on
Wednesday from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. at the Murray Post Office.
There is no charge of fee of any kind. For information call 1-800928-9622.

Mr. and Mrs. Tony Brannon of
12500 Hwy. 641N, Puryear, Tenn.,
are the parents of a son, Jonah
Clay Brannon, born on Sunday,July
18, 1999, at 5:20 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight pounds
five ounces and measured 20 1/2
inches. The mother is the former
Lisa Wilson. A brother is Caleb
Jay Brannon.
Grandparents are Bobby and
Glenda Wilson of Murray and
Dorothy Brannon of Puryear, Tenn.
Mrs. Ruth Wilson of Murray is
the maternal great-grandmother.

WHAT IF

Kids Company holding registration
Fall registration for Murray Middle and Murray Elementary
Schools Kids Company will be conducted through Friday from
6:45 a.m. to 6 p.m. in .the cafeterias of Murray Middle and Murray Elementary Schools. For information call MMS at 759-0842 or
MES at 753-5022.

Girls' softball team plans fundraiser
The Lady Fury 9 and 10-year Old Girls Softball Team will have
a rebate night at Mr. Gatti's Wednesday., from 5 p.m. to closing.
Funds from this event will go toward expenses to attend the national finals in Evansville, Ind.. July 23 and 24.

EVERYTHING
WERE
AS EASYAS

VER?
EASYSA
Saving money can be a whole lot easier, thanks to
the US. Treasurys new EasySaver Plan for U S
Savings Bonds Sign up once and automatkolls
purchase U S Savings Bonds from your checking
or savings account
EosySover is a safe
and easy way to build
your savings

emy.
Tindell, a student at Calloway
County Middle School, was nominated for the award by David
Foley, a teacher at the school.
His biography will appear in
the academy yearbook.
Tindell is the son of Robert
and Diana Tindell.
His grandparents are Mrs. Vivian
Sliger and the late Hulon Sliger
of Murray and Mrs.- Virginia Tindell and the late Robert Tindell
of Knoxville, Tenn.

Amy McClain and Jon Futrell

McClain and Futrell
wedding on Saturday
Amy M. McClain and Jon T. Futrell will be married Saturday, July
24, 1999, at 2:30 p.m. al First United Methodist Church. Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.
Miss McClain is the daughter of James McClain of Providence and
Ruth Ann McClain of Madisonville.
She is the granddaughter of Mack and William Scott and the late
Jack and Georgia McClain, all of Dixon.
Mr. Futrell is the son of • Van Futrell of Murray and Ruth Ann
Futrell of Santa Rosa Beach, Fla.
He is the grandson of Florence Oberman and the late Paul Oberman of West Liberty, Iowa, and of the late W.A. and Ruby Futrell
of Murray.
The bride-elect is a 1995 graduate of Webster County High School
and a 1999 graduate of Murray State University.
The groom-elect is .a 1996 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is a junior at Murray State Universit

GOSPEL MEETING
Antioch Church of Christ
SPEAKER - BRO. MIKE KISER

( JULY 18 - 23, 1999
Services: 9:00 a.m. Sunday School
9:45 a.m. Worship - 7:30 p.m. Evening Services
Handicapped Accessible

LOG CABIN RESTAURANT
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505 S. 12th St.• 753-8080
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We are pleased
to have these
couples registered
through our
Bridal Registry.
Jennifer Bottom * Jeremy Sobecki
Elizabeth Bray * Michael Ceglinski
Brooke Boggess * Billy Keeling
Donea Crandall * Ricky Boyle
Jennifer Johnson * Chad Ward
Stacy Proctor * Scott Wyatt
Jennifer Walston * Shawn Dunnawa

—Breakfast Special Everyday —

'2.15

Breakfast and Full Regular Menu Served ANYTIME

Breakfast Buffet- Everyday $4.95
Noon Buffet — Sun.-Fri. $4.50
Country Supper Buffet — Mon.-Sat.$4.95
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Preschool Program
Ages 0-5

Quickfit ,* a complete workout
designedfor women that only
takes 30 minutes
On-site weight lossguidance
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Some umpires try to rescind resignations
By RONALD BLUM
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Baseball's major
and minor league umpires are in a mud- that.
Phillips said last week that 57 of the
dled mess.
• While some American League umpires 68 major league umpires had resigned,
:are trying to rescind their resignations, effective Sept. 2, and that he expected
;disgruntled minor league umps postponed most of the remaining nine members of
:a decision on a strike date until today at his union to do the same. Two umpires
who were hired during the 1979 strike
: the earliest.
Two high-ranking baseball officials, are not union members.
Phillips hasn't released a list of the
speaking on the condition they not be
who are quitting. .
umpires
some
told
were
they
Monday
identified, said
Commissioner Bud Selig isn't expectAL umpires either attempted to rescind
their resignations or discussed the possi- ed to respond to the resignations until
perhaps later this week. His advisers said
bility with the AL office.
AL president Gene Budig declined com- he will accept the resignations and instruct
ment. Umpires union head Richie Phillips his staff to hire new umpires to comsaid: "You'll have to talk to them about plete the season and officiate the post-

Minor league umps issue complaints
season.
Umpires think that by walking out at
the season's most critical time, they will
put pressure on baseball to negotiate a
new labor contract to replace the deal
that expires Dec. 31.
Minor league umpires who claim to
have formed a union — management has
refused to recognize it — didn't set a
strike date during their two-hour conference call. Phillips said they will hold
another conference call Tuesday, but he
didn't know if a strike date would be set
then.
"We talked over a lot of issues," he
said. "As far as decisions and strategies,

they deferred any decision until sometime (today)."
Nineteen umpires from 16 minor leagues,
a group headed by Mike Billings of the
Triple-A International League, issued a
statement calling conditions "deplorable."
"The Minor League Umpires Union
supports the major league umpires, but
certainly does not exist for that purpose,"
said the statement, released by Phillips'
office.
Billings said issues included salary:
$4,500 for first-year umpires in Rookie
League and $12,500 for starting umps at
Triple-A. He compared that to the American Hockey League, which pays starting
linesmen $41,000.
Minor league umps get $15-$20 in
meal money, he said, a $2 decrease from

last year. AHL officials get $62 in meal
and tip money.
He also said that while AHL officials
get private rooms at Marriotts and Hiltons,
minor league umpires are "ordered to
sleep two to a room in second-rate motor
lodges."
Pat O'Conner, a vice president with
the National Association of Professional
Baseball Leagues, the governing body of
the minors, refuted some of Billings' complaints.
"There are inaccuracies in the numbers that are designed to mislead public
opinion," O'Conner said.
Triple-A umpires received an 11 percent increase in meal money and Double-A umps received just over 6 percent,
he said.

Astros top Indians
3-2, improve to
12-2 in interleague
By DENNIS WASZAK Jr.
Associated Press Writer
Not even the best team in baseball can stop the Houston Astros.
The Astros won their eighth
straight game, 3-2 in 11 innings
over the Cleveland Indians on
Monday night, when Tom Candiotti's wild pitch allowed the winning run to score.
The Astros, who had only four
hits, scored the winning run without a hit. Candiotti .(4-6) walked
Bill Spiers and hit Bogar with a
pitch to start the inning.
Houston loaded the bases when
pinch-hitter Carlos Hernandez laid
down a bunt and was safe when
Candiotti failed to get Spiers at
third. With Craig Biggio at the plate.
Candiotti threw a wild pitch on a
1-0 count, allowing Spiers to score.
"On that (bunt) play, I have to
rely on the catcher," Candiotti said
after the Indians lost their seasonhigh fourth straight. "It's my job
to get the ball and I thought I
heard him say 'go to third,' but
I was going to go that way anyway. It's a do-or-die play in that
situation and it's a gamble you
have to take."
The Astros improved to 12-2
in interleague play after winning
the first two games between the
AL Central leaders.
Jose Cabrera (3-0) struck out

the side in the I I th for the win.
"I caught a break when he hit
me," said Bogar, who had two
unsuccessful bunt attempts. "You
know things are going your way
when you load the bases without
a hit and score the winning run
without getting a ball out of the
infield."
In other interleague games, it
was Montreal 6, the New York
Yankees 4; Philadelphia 16, Tampa
Bay 3; Florida 10, Boston 7; Toronto 8, Atlanta 7 in 10 innings;
Detroit 7, Cincinnati 6; the New
York Mets 4, Baltimore 1; Kansas
City 10, the Chicago Cubs 2; the
Chicago White Sox 10, Milwaukee 8 in 12 innings; St. Louis 8.
Minnesota 4; Texas 14, San Francisco 7; Seattle 7, Arizona 5; San
Diego 4, Anaheim 1 in 10 innings
and Oakland 10, Colorado 5.
In the only National League
game, Los Angeles beat Pittsburgh
12-7.
Expos 6, Yankees 4
Brad Fullmer homered, doubled
twice and singled as Montreal,
victimized by David Cone's perfect game a day earlier, ended
their six-game losing streak by
winning at Yankee Stadium.
Fullmer went 4-for-4 and doubled to set up Shane Andrews'
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Murray High football coach Rick Fisher is flanked by senior players during the team's
annual football kick-off event Monday evening at the MHS practice field. The Tigers begin practice tonight in preparation for their season oepner Aug. 20 against Crittenden County at Roy Stewart Stadium.

FIRST THINGS FIRST:

The Park League II team sponsored by Kentucky Farm Bureau finished the
regular season with a 14-4 record to take the title of league champs. The team
was second in the league tournament. Team members are (front, from left)
Caleb Barber, Chevis Hendon, Clay Cornelison, Brett Bramer, Hunter Seay,
Blake Darnall; (second row, from left) Landon Howard. Courtland Kemp, Joey
Davis, Mochael Bokeno, Scott York; (back row) coaches Frank Bramer and Tim
Anderson.

By SONYA ROSS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton told the
U.S. women's soccer team that its World Cup victory
was one of the most exciting athletic events he's ever
seen.
"The day after the game, a lot of us who aren't so
young anymore were trying to search the whole, cluttered attic of our memories to try to think if there was
ever a time when there had been a more exciting climax to an athletic event that meant as much to so
many," Clinton said when the team visited the White
House on Monday. "I'm not sure that, in my lifetime,
there has been."
The president, joined by his wife Hillary, Vice President Al Gore and Gore's wife, Tipper, saluted the team
that won the women's World Cup by beating China on
July 10 in Los Angeles.
"Their triumph has surely become America's triumph,"
he said.
Clinton was there for the final game, a fact Mrs.
Clinton said she and daughter Chelsea envied. He recalled
being so thrilled when Brandi Chastain made the winning penalty kick he "almost fell out of the sky box."
Mrs. Clinton labeled the World Cup players "our girls
of summer."

41111...411.411.411.4111LALALAILAIL/LAILAW."-

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE

UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP
Rev. Calvin Clark welcomes all
of his former friends and customers from West Main Digo to

753-7333
OWnCIS.

Debbie & Mickey Stom

Specializing in General,
Bridgestone, Firestone & Summit Tires
Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-12
EDL27 L
INCLUDES SUNDECK,
FENCE & FILTER
HOME OWNERS ONLY-CALL 'VOW CALL TOLL FREE - FREE HOME SURVEY

Rev. Calvin Clark
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By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Basketball Writer
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico ( AP) — For the United
States, the second round began as easily as the first
round ended.
The Americans had no problem with the Dominican
Republic on Monday night, getting 11 layups and 25
points from Gary Payton — the most by any American
in five Olympic qualifying tournament games — in a
107-71 victory.
"What happened was I was getting a lot of layups
and getting to the basket," Payton said. "Anybody could
have done it."
Payton played just 21 minutes and shot 11 -for-13,
with five steals and four assists. He missed his only
two jumpers, but it hardly mattered as the United States
outscored the Dominicans 59-35 when Payton was on
the court.
Jason Kidd and Tim Duncan added 13 points apiece.
Duncan also grabbed 16 rebounds and blocked three
shots for the Americans, who shot 68 percent from the
field and led by as many as 37 points.
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MAJOR LEAGUES
American League
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
37 593 54
New York
4
42 548
Boston
51
6
50
45 526
Toronto
40
53 430 15
Tampa Bay
53 42415 1/2
39
Baltimore
Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
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35 619 Cleveland
44
46 489 12
Chicago
413 19
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Kansas City
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55 40919 1/2
Detroit
39620 1/2
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Minnesota
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
40 565 52
Texas
511
5
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45
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7
47 489
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Seattle
42
49 4629 112
Anaheim
National League
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
57
37 606 Atlanta
3
54
40 574
New York
50
41 .5495 1/2
Philadelphia
Montreal
34
55 38220 1/2
58 .37621 1/2
35
Florida
Central Division
L Pct. GB
W
55
37 598 Houston
3
39 567
51
Cincinnati
46
46 500
9
Pittsburgh
46
47 4959 1/2
St Louis
45
46 4959 1/2
Milwaukee
478
11
43
47
Chicago
West Division
L Pct. GB
W
51
42 548 San Francisco
49
45 5212 1/2
Arizona
3
47
44 .516
San Diego
8
42
49 .462
Los Angeles
9
41
50 .451
Colorado

753-8355
Monday's Games
Los Angeles 12, Pittsburgh 7
Philadelphia 16, Tampa Bay 3
Toronto 8. Atlanta 7, 10 innings
Detroit 7, Cincinnati 6
Montreal 6, N Y Yankees 4
N.Y. Mets 4, Baltimore 1
Florida 10, Boston 7
Kansas City 10, Chicago Cubs 2
St Louis 8, Minnesota 4
Houston 3, Cleveland 2. 11 Innings
Texas 14, San Francisco 7
Chicago White Sox 10, Milwaukee 8, 12
inningss
San Diego 4, Anaheim 1. 10 innings
Seattle 7, Arizona 5
Oakland 10, Colorado 5
Tuesday's Games
Philadelphia (Byrd 11-6) at Tampa Bay (Arrolo 2-5), 11:35 a.m.
Los Angeles (Brown 9-6) at Pittsburgh
(Schmidt 8-7), 1:35 p.m.
Kansas City (Reichert 0-0) at Chicago Cubs
(Serafini 2-1), 120 p.m.
San Diego (Ashby 8-4) at Anaheim (Finley
5-9), 3:05 p.m
Colorado (Kite 5-8) at Oakland (Rogers 43). 3:05 p.m.
Detroit (Mlickt 4-8) at Cincinnati (Parris 61), 6:05 p.m.
Florida (L Hernandez 5-8) at Boston (Rose
5-2), 6:05 p.m.
N.Y. Mets (Leiter 8-6) at Baltimore (Ponson 8-6), 605 p.m.
Atlanta (Glaytne 8-8) at Toronto (Carpenter
6-5), 605 p.m.
Montreal (Thurman 3-6) at N.Y. Yankees
(Clemens 8-4), 6:35 p.m.
Chicago White Sox (Sirotka 7-8) at Milwaukee (Woodard 11-5), 7:05 p.m.
Cleveland (Colon 8-3) at Houston (Reynolds
10-6), 705 p.m.
Minnesota (Radke 6-8) at St. Louis (Luebbers 0-0), 7:10 p.m.
San Francisco (Estes 6-5) at Texas (Helling
6-7), 7:35 p.m.
Seattle
Arizona (R.Johnson 9-7) at
(F.Rodriguez 2-3), 9:05 p.m.

Cone comes back
to Yankee Stadium
a 'perfect' hero
By BEN WALKER
first no-hitter since a seven-inning
job in Little League -and the 14th
AP Baseball Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - David perfect game in modern history Letterman asked for him. So did will go to help charities.
Regis and Kathie Lee. The Hall of
"I've always been leery about
Fame called, and umpires sent over signing autographs for money," he
said.
some balls to be signed.
Cone arrived at Yankee Stadium
Everyone wanted David Cone
about 3 1/2 hours before Monday's
on Monday.
"I was completely disoriented game against the Expos and found
for a period of time," the New York his locker full of flowers, balloons
Yankees ace said. "I probably still and telegrams. Former Mets teammate John Franco sent a bottle of
am."
Cone took away just one me- champagne.
After talking to fellow perfectmento from his perfect game Sunday against Montreal. He kept the game pitcher David Wells in Tofinal ball, and plans to give it to his ronto following his gem, Cone
spent the night out toasting with
dad.
Cone's jersey will end up in Derek Jeter, Tino Martinez and
Cooperstown once it's presented to Chuck Knoblauch. He talked with
Hall of Fame representatives on his family back in Kansas City Aug. 3 before a game against To- his father listened to the final inronto. Other souvenirs from his nings on the radio, via the Internet.

By JIMMY GOLEN
AP Sports Writer
BOSTON (AP)- Soon after
the Boston Red Sox said that Pedro
Martinez will miss his next turn in
the rotation, they were reminded
just how important their ace is to
the team.
Red Sox starters haven't lasted
more than five innings since the
All-Star break. They have allowed
40 hits with an 11.52 ERA in five

In Cincinnati, Jeff Weaver hit
the first double by a Detroit pitcher in 27 years and Damion Easley
hit a tiebreaking homer.
One day after the Tigers blew
a six-run lead before rallying to
win, they wasted a three-run lead
before Easley rallied them with a
solo homer in the seventh off Scott
Sullivan (3-1). Deivi Cruz added
an RBI double later in the inning.
C.J. Nitkowski (2-3) allowed
one hit in 1 1-3 innings for the
win.
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Joe Randa homered to extend
his hitting streak to 16 games for
Kansas City.
Witasick (4-6) allowed one
unearned run, four hits, struck out
two and walked two in 5 1-3
innings to win for the first time
since June 23 against Detroit.
Cardinals 8, Twins 4
In St. Louis, Fernando Tatis hit
a pair of two-run homers to lead
the Cardinals over Minnesota.
It was the second two-homer
game of the season for Tatis, who
hit two grand slams in one inning
against the Los Angeles Dodgers
on April 23.
Kent Mercker (3-4) won for the
first time since April 20.

two-run single that broke a 4-4
tie with two outs in the eighth
inning. The Expas.' got 12 hits,
drew two walks and were not
retired in order until the ninth.
Phillies 16, Devil Rays 3
Scott Rolen homered twice for
the second straight day and
Philadelphia improved to nine
games over .500 for the first time
in nearly four years with a vic•
tory at Tropicana Field.
Rolen, who homered in his last
at-bat Sunday to give the Phillies
Royals 10, Cubs 2
a 3-2 victory in the series openIn Chicago, Mike Sweeney had
er, hit a two-run homer in the a career-high four hits and drove
first and a solo shot in the third in three runs, and Jay Witasick
off Bryan Rekar (6-5).
won for the first time in nearly a
The power surge gives Rolen
five homers since the All-Star break
and 10 in July, the most in a
month by a Phillies hitter since
Mike Schmidt had 12 in July 1982.
Rolen has 24 this season.
* DAILY & WEEKLY RENTALS
Marlins 10, Red Sox 7
* CLEAN,DEPENDABLE CARS
Preston Wilson went 4-for-5
* CALL US FOR RATES
with his club rookie-record 18th
homer as Florida won at Boston.
A day after pounding 14 hits
in an 11-9 loss, the Marlins had
16 to improve to 31-17 since inter513 S. 12th St. • 270-753-4461
ovtastociroj
league play began three years ago.
Brian Meadows (7-10) won for
the second time in seven starts
after being spotted a 7-0 lead
through 2 1/2 innings.
Blue Jays 8, Braves 7
Tony Batista led off the bottom of the 10th inning with a
home run, completing Toronto's
comeback from a four-run deficit.
Shawn Green hit a grand slam
and Carlos Delgado hit two solo
homers for the Blue Jays, who
have won' three straight. Delgado's 24th homer tied the game at
7 in the eighth inning.
Batista hit the second pitch from
John Hudek (0-2) in the 10th to
give Toronto its eighth last-at-bat
www.stihlusa.com
win since June 29.
Tigers 7, Reds 6

games since then, including five
runs, two earned, on five hits and a
walk in one-plus inning by Tomokazu Ohka on Monday night.
"The bullpen's been used an awful lot. We went to it in the second
inning and we've gone to it a lot
the last few games," manager Jimy
Williams said after the 10-7 loss to
the Florida Marlins. "One good
game by a starter will help a lot
right now."
Martinez had the worst start of
his career on Sunday, allowing nine
runs-seven earned -in 3 2-3 innings. On Monday, he said that he
has stiffness in his right shoulder
and will miss a start for the first
time in his career.
"This is very common with
pitchers," team doctor and part
owner Arthur Pappas said. "But no
one thinks anything is common
with Pedro."
The MVP in last week's All-Star
game, Martinez said his shoulder
has hurt for the past month.
He was 15-3 with a 2.10 ERA
before the break, spurring talk that
he might be the majors' first 30game winner since Detroit's Denny
McLain in 1968.
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SPORTS BRIEFS
Simmons to fight tonight in Ontario
WINDSOR, Ontario - Billy "The Kid" Irwin will put his IBF #2 lightweight
ranking on the line tonight as he takes on Shawn "The Sabre" Simmons of
Murray in a 10-round co-main event at the Casino Windsor,
Canadian Irwin (26,3, 16 KOs) is coming off a second-round knockout of
John Lark June 4 while Simmons (24-9-1 (15 KOs) tries to get back on the
winning track after losing by 5th round TKO June 8 to #3 (BE contender
Phillip Holiday in South Africa.
The second part of the co-main event pits Donovan "Razor Ruddock (345-1, 26 KOs) of Jamaica against Mike Sedillo (32-20, 18 KOs) of Chino,
Calif. Ruddock is best known for two fights against Mike Tyson in 1991.

Locals compete in state water ski event
PADUCAH, Ky. - The 1999 Kentucky State Water Ski Championships was
partthis past weekend at Twin Oaks Lakes. Fifty competitors from 13 states
took
Sixteen members of the Kentucky Lake Ski Nuts competition ski club
competed, including Tyler and Brittany Collins and Bobby Hill, all of Murray.
Tyler Collins, in the Boys 2 division, won four first place trophies, setting
new state records in slalom and overall. Brittany Collins was second in three
events and in overall and Hill was first in Men 3 jump and third in overall.

14 AND UNDER SOFTBALL
In the championship game of the 14 and Under girls' softball tournament,
Murray Mold & Die defeated the Murray Professional Firefighters 10-6.
For Murray Mold & Die, Kact Carpenter pitched a four-hitter while striking out nine_ Marcy Boggess, Kate Duncan and Shannon Elias each scored
two runs.
For Murray Professional Firefighters, Shaine Mannoff had two hits and
drove in four of her team's six runs. MacKenzie Jones, Jennifer Crawford
and Amber Mitchuson each added a base hit.

To Subscribe
Call
753-1916

Red Sox's Martinez will
miss at least one start

•Astros...
From Page 6
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J.P.'s Wheel
Covers
J.P.'s Wheel
Covers,
formerly called
Holland Wheel Cover
World is now open
for business under
new ownership.
Hours: Monday-Friday - 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Location: Highway 94 East, Murray, KY
Owners: Betty A. Hall, Charles W. Holland & Joe D. Holland

Phone:(270) 753-7393 or 753-7395

YOU CAN'T BUY THIS.

A & A AUTO RENTAL
HOLLAND MOTOR SALES

The Stihl 017 $1Q95
lMSRP
imitedfatime
chain saw

Get Your

Auto Insurance
From An Agent
Who Cares As Much
About Your Coverage
As l'ou Do.

You still have
to pay for quality.
Just not as much.

JointCommission
on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations

When you leave the hospital to go home, you feel
better, don't you?
Being at home gives you more choices. One of
those choices is Holland Medical.
You might choose Holland because of nearly 15
years of experience in home health equipment.
There is no substitute for professional experience,
and Holland is accredited by the Joint
Commission on the Accreditation of Healthcare
Organizations.
No matter which hospital you use,or which doctor you see, you still have a choice for home health
equipment. Holland is one of your choices.
You Number One Choice.

It's the most affordable Stihl chain saw you can buy.

'trl
ia GEI

INBURANCE
Your partner in protection.

rcs

2

Tony Boyd

lfc?
Are you readyfor a Numbert
Holland Medical Equipment

Western
Kentucky
Insurance
Agency, Inc.

MURRAY HOME 8 AUTO
OUTDOOR DIVISION

302 N. 12th St.
Murray
753-5842

753-2571 • Chestnut St.• Murrriv
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 7:30 - 5:00

PADUCAH
1914 Broadway • KY 42001
502-442-6311
Thu Free: 1-800-223-4947

MURRAY
Circle • KY 42071
502-753-1465
Toll Free: 1-800-227-4125

905 Arcadia

Certified Blue Cross/Blue Shield participating supplier Ask us about accepting Medicare assignment
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CLASSIFIED

SLEEPII
$150/mo

TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:

('I ‘SSIFIEI) Al) R..vrEs

Div',"

7534916

Ws

$6.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run
I 411 tti Ad, Xfuit Run *oho, C Airs Period t
$2.25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
Line Ads S6 00 minimum I u day tve per word per day for each additional consecutive day
Classifieds go into Shopping Gusdel S2130 extra for blind box ads
52 00 extra for Shopper Toes.(

COPELAND
ORCHARDS
Peaches,
Nectarines,
Tomatoes &
Vegetables
2 miles west of
Mayfield

270-623-8312
ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
BIBLE message 759-5177

060
Kelp Wanted
**ATTN: STUDENTS**
$10.00 BASEJ APPT.
*027 OPENINGS**
Flexible wi School
Schedule
Customer Service/ Sales
Conditions Apply
270-443-2376
Check Out www workforcestudents.com ndd

BOOTH & Showcase
space available for rent at
Tooters Antique Mall. We
have over 40 booths in air
conditioned
building.
Come in today & bring this
ad to receive 1st month
rent free! We are located 1
block off Main on 209 3rd
Street. Hazel, KY. Call
492-6111 for more information.

FULL Time. Apply at Quick
Lube Plus 2. 507 South
12th, next to Log Cabin.
FULL part time staff needed for community based
residential program to provide care for mentally retarded/ developmentally
disabled adults. Minimum
requirements: high school
diploma/ GED (experience
may be substituted). Excellent full time benefits in1999 MEDICARE clude college tuition assistance, stock purchase
INFORMATION
plan, 401(k), medical, denMedicare supplement
tal, life, short term disabiliinsurance is now
ty, paid training, holidays,
standardized in 10
annual and sick leave.
plans and we write
Contact Heidi Peller, Perall 10.
sonnel Director, CommuniThe part A deductible
ty Alternatives, Kentucky,
YOU, or your insurance,
6145 Symsonia Hwy,
must pay has been
Symsonia, KY 42082. Ph:
increased
(270)527-2255
to $768 in 1999.
EOE M/F/DN
For more information
HAIRDRESSER: Full or
call:
part time assistant needed. Apprentice or licensed
McCONNELL
Cosmetologist a must. MaINSURANCE
ture or retired person welAGENCY
come to apply. Call
7534199
753-6263 for interview.
or nationwide
1-8004554199
HIRING daytime sandwich
'our 36th year of semee'
makers and night time
closers. Must be able to
CONSIDERING Abortion? work weekends. Apply in
Get the facts from Life- person between 2 & 4 p.m.
house. 753-0700
at Wendy's in Murray
PEACHES
&
Cream, NOW hiring waitresses,
sweet corn for your freezer dancers & D.J. at the Foxy
& other garden vegeta- Lady, Parts, TN. Call 901bles. Barnhill Vegetable 644-0107. No experience
Farm. Open daily 8-6. necessary.
Point Pleasant Road, Paris DUE to rapid expansion
Landing 901-232-8369.
Coldwell Banker, Woods &
PHOTOGRAPHER14 Associates Real Estate
years experience. Lifetime has openings for sales asmember, Freelance Pho- sociate. Call 753-1651 for
tographers organization. appointment.
Wedding from $99. Last
minutes sometimes availa- ADMINISTRATIVE Assistant for Physician's office.
ble. 270-753-1001
Position will include front
desk reception, insurance
filing & other duties. Experience preferred. Benefits
package offered. Apply by
resume only with references. Richard H. Crouch,
M.D. 300 South 8th Street,
301E. Murray, KY 42071.

e
istowof,
SALE

Nevi Life Christian
Bookstore
Court Square
Sale Ends 7-31-99

Open Mon.-Fri. 9:30-5
Sat. 10-3

OTR Driver Wanted. No
Home
required.
CDL
weekends. Must have
clean driving record. Signs
& Signs. 270-247-7219.
109 Pryor Street, Mayfield.

EXPERIENCED roofers
with carpentry experience
call 492-8611 or 489-6125

KELLERS
Computer Store
Sales/ Service
436-5933

NURSES AIDE
PRN work as needed, all
shifts Prefer experience.
but will train. Not a full time
job. Need flexible, caring,
mature individual who
would enioy working with
the elderly. In a pleasant
environment. Apply in person only. Fern Terrace
Lodge, 1505 Stadium View
Dr. EOE.

MOM COMPUTERS
Onstte Sales And Service
Parts, Upgrades. Installs
Hardware And Software
Phone # 759-3556
Pager 742-1552
140
Want to Buy
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols_ Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th, Murray.
FURNITURE (Antique or
Primitive), Collectables,
and other antiques, 1
piece or all Call 753-3633
WANTED: Old toys, before
1970's, 759-3456.

Fine Furnishings at "Everyday" Discount Prices
•Norwalk •Stanley -Hooker
Kimball •Universal •Broyhill
Pulaski •Restonic -Basset -Kesler
roots. ...Yee

Downtown
Murray

24.4., You ;4, ken
Free
Financing

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NURSING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home policies have
an alternate plan of care that may pay
for care in your own home if you would
otherwise have to go to the nursing
home.
Everyone would rather stay at home
if possible and now we may be able to
provide the money under the alternate
plan of care!

BASSETT Dining Room
Set. Formal cream & brass
lacquer w/mirrors & black
smoked glass. Four padded fabric chairs, plus two
arm chairs. Table with
glass top & leave. Matching double hutch plus
breakfront
w/glass
shelves, mirrors & lights
Three years old, excellent
condition. $900. (new
$4,000). Must sell! 270759-5111
group,
BEDROOM
$15/wk. Call 753-4663.
Kimball
5pc.
HEAVY
queen size bedroom suite
with mattress. $400.
753-6321.
MUST Sell! 3 piece glass
table set, sofa, queen size
bed, area rug & entertainment center. Great condition. 759-4116.
QUEEN size waterbed
with headboard and drawers. 3 years old. $100.00
call 270-489-2221

business. Reliable_ Call
Linda. 759-9553.
LET Blue Moon clean your
home. Licensed, references. Call 753-6026.
WILL Clean your home.
Very reliable, reasonable
rates 753-3802.

EXTRA nice 1br, 1 bath,
appliances furnished, with
w/d, central gas h/a, 1yr
lease, 1 month deposit.
753-2905.
EXTRA nice 2BR 2 bath
duplex w/ garage. 1706
Oakhill. 753-7457
FOR LEASE: Neat, freshly
painted, cleaned carpets,
2BR. apartment. Near
MSU, all appliances, good
parking. Call Lynda at
Grey's Properties.
759-2001.
FURNISHED 1br apt. Utilities paid. No smokers or
pets. 1yr lease, month deposit. For more info, Rogers Enterprises 753-5140.
FURNISHED 2br, 1 bath.
Central gas H/A, Coleman
RE. 759-4118.
NEW 1br apartment. All
appliances furnished. Including w/d. $325./ month.
1 month deposit & 1yr
lease. 436-5725.
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house w/washer & dryer, furnished, near MSU.
Inquire at 1210 Main St.
753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm.

100

Appliance,

Home Lots For Ws
AIR Conditioners, 110W.
Kelvinator 5900 BTU- SELLING Property in trail$140.00 Amana 6650 er park, together. For more
BTU-$145.00, 220W-Fed- information call 753-4793.
ders 23,500 BTU- $275.00
759-1987

Classified

Large Selection

Business
Opportunity
METAL Building. Natura
gas heat, public water,
large parking area. Ove
head doors. $375. plus de
posit. 753-7724.

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
On the Square
753- 1 7 1 3

for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064
rta___ElLiattt
4--TARPET & FLOOR COVERING
V: Ceramic 111e I Hari:1%7)0i:
Come & see our showroom today'
30 Yrs. Installation Experience
We Stand Behind Our Work

753-7728
o Toni Taylor In, right 1500 yds.

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with
FREE delivery and setup go to...

CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

NottIM For Sale
12'X40' 1
BEDROOM
Good condition. $1,750.00
080. 436-6289
16X80, 3br, 2 bath. All appliances. 753-6390.
1990 14x70 Clayton. 2br,
2 bath. Located in Coach
Estates. Call 753-8173 after 5p.m.
1994 SUNSHINE 16x80,
3br, 2 bath. C/H/A, Jacuzzi
vaulted ceilings, oak cabinets. French doors, appliances included. $21,900.
573-688-2194.
3BR, 2 bath Mobile home,
must sell. Call 759-4685.
MUST See! Unique style,
16x80 Mobile home. 3br, 2
bath. Shingle roof, vinyl
siding, 2yrs old. 16x16
wood deck, small covered
front porch. Privacy fence,
landscaped in a very quiet
neighborhood on a 1/2
acre lot. 4 miles from town,
767-9094
after
Call
3,30p.m.

2BR, 1i/2 bath $260/
month 3br, 2 bath $3001
month 753-6012
MOBILE Home, Call
759-9730
SMALL Furnished Suitable for 1 person Screened
porch Garbage & yard
service provided $150 a
month 753-6012
SUITABLE for 1 or 2 people $225/mo 753-6012

Wiggins Furniture
McCONNELL
AGENCY
INSURANCE
[
1-800-455-4199
753-4199 or
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

120FT X SOFT Concrete
block building. 2500 sq ft.
in sales & office area.
3500 sq ft in storage
area. Gas heat. lg.
parking lot. Located on S.
4th. Building can be
divided Call 753-0839
or 436-2935.

2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Sat., 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

Office Space
Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th
753-8302 or
753-9621
OFFICE or retail space in
the Southside Shopping
Center. 753-4509.

1 OR 2br apts near downown Murray starting a
$200/mo 753-4109
1 or 2br. Furnished Apt. 1
block from Campus.
759-2174.
11/2 BLOCKS from campus, 2br apt. $275/mo plus
deposit, some pets OK.
753-4249. Leave message
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. MurCal Realty. 753-4444.
1BR like new, dishwasher,
w/d, available now. Coleman RE 759-4118.
1BR, 2 blocks to MSU,
stove, refrigerator, rent
based on income. Equal
Housing Opportunity. Call
436-5685.
1BR, Furnished. 5 miles
from campus. Barn & pasture space available. $325/
month includes utilities.
435-4236.
2BR duplex, central h/a,
appliances
furnished.
Available now. Coleman
RE 759-4118.
2BR Duplex. C/H/A, 2
blocks from MSU.
753-8067, 492-8850.
2BR DUPLEX. Central gas
H/A. All appliances including w/d, 1 year old. New
landscaping.
753-9195
evenings.

Apartments For Rent
2BR Duplex. In Northwood. $375/ month.
759-4406.
2BR, 1 bath w/carport,
central h/a, appliances furnished, $475/mo, 1yr
lease, 1 mo deposit, 7532905 or 753-7536.
2BR, central gas h/a, apfurnished.
pliances
$300/mo. Coleman RE,
753-9898.
2BR, upstairs. No pets.
$285, month & deposit.
489-2296.
AVAILABLE August 1ST.
Extra nice 2Br. duplex.
1800 Ridgewood. Carport,
large closet, separate utility room, twin sinks in bathroom, deck overlooking
large backyard, appliances
$500/mo.
furnished.
Lease/ Deposit No pets.
753-0814
DELUXE 2br, 1 bath, all
appliances plus w/d. No
pets. 1yr lease, $455 plus
deposit. 435-4294.
DUPLEX, 2br, 2 bath
Fully equipped kitchen including microwave. Washer and dryer, carpet and
tile. Yard maintenance included. Security deposit
and lease. No pets.
753-9240.

NICE Quiet apt. for
753-5731.

VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
duplex w/garage, appliances furnished, central gas
h/a, 1yr lease, 1 mo. deposit No pets 753-2905.

BEDROOM in pleasan
home. Share large living
room, kitchen, & bath, w/d,
cable N. Walk to Hospital
or down town industry
$170 utilities included.
753-9211 or 759-6000.

WestView
CA

P

LICENSED PRACTICAL
NURSES
Full-Time & Part-Tithe.
3-11 shift or 11-7 shift
Benefits Include: Health & Dental
Insurance, Life Insurance, Vacation
Time, Sick Time, Retirement Plan,
Attendance Bonus, ChildCare,

CONTACT: Kristy Weaver, RN
W762-1591 or pick up application
at WestView Nursing Home
270-767-3660
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1401 SOUTH 16th STREET • MURRAY • KENTUCKY 42071

10x15
& Syc,
Cunnin

rent.

NOW taking applications
for 1, 2 & 3br apartments.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apartments, 902 Northwood Dr.
Equal Housing Opportunity. 759-4984. TDD# 1-800247-2510.
QUIET Area, No pets. 2br,
1 bath duplex. W/D hook
up, new appliances. Deposit, 1 year lease. $3001
month. 436-2816.
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
SOUTHSIDE Manor Apts.
now accepting applications
for 2Br. apartments. Apply
at 906 Broad St. Ext. EHO.
VERY nice 2br, 11/2 bath
Townhouse, appliances
furnished with w/d, central
gas h/a, $500, 1month deposit, 1yr lease. No pets.
753-2905.

NORT1
preseni
ble 7
7536
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee announces
the following job openings
CHILD CARE DIRECTOR/COORDINATOR:
Provides overall program organization, direction
and management for Child Care Center operations.
Position requires a Bachelor's Degree in Early
Childhood Education, Child Development, or
Elementary Education. Master's Degree preferred.
Five years of related experience with demonstrated
supervisory skills preferred.
CHILD CARE FLOAT TEACHER:
PRN, position available. Bachelor's or Associate
Degree in Early Childhood Education, Child
Development, Elementary Education, or related
field and experience preferred.
For details contact:
Human Resources
(502)762-1106
•J110r

MURRAY
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SO3 Poplar Street • Murray. Kentucky 42071

YA

PRODUCTION OPERATOR
OPENINGS
Mattel, Inc. the world's leading play company has
openings on all shifts in its Murray, KY facility
for Production Operators.

63

,J

Yarc
ture,
Beal
muc

Competitive Starting Rate
Benefits available.
Pick up an application today at:
'Mattel-Murray
'Murray Department for Employment Services
•Mayfield Department for Employment Services

KOPPI
buyers
hornet
you ar
contac
ous
agents
by our

Mattel-Murray
307 Poor Farm Road
Murray, KY 42071

2.3 AI
septic
for a h
270-31

An Equal Employment Opportunity Employer
M/FN/D

BEAU
side
stride
town
pond.
for yt
today

RETAIL MANAGER
For gasoline Kiosk in Murray, KY. Murphy Oil
USA, located on parking lot of Wal-Mart
Supercenter, is looking for assertive individual
who enjoys supervision and has solid basic math
skills. Excellent starting salary, bonus and benefits. Must be bondable.

Call 1-877-645-5815

Ell
While 14ome Lots For Rent

LOT for rent 492-8488

330
Rooms For Rent

nts For Rent

Apartments For Rent

PAINTERS Needed! Call
759-4979. Experienced
only need apply.
PERMANENT Full/ part
time dependable, self organized health care administrative assistant in a
small, wellness oriented
150
office. Must be able to priArticles
oritize and handle multiple
For Sate
Appt
including:
tasks
scheduling, data entry, in2 LOTS in Memorial
surance pre- cert./ coding/
Gardens in Chnstus Gar- 2PC living room group,
billing, collect insurance/
dens for sale. 435-4568.
514.95/wk. Call 753-4663.
co pays, discuss/ establish
97 & 98 Retired,
financial policies, patient
Ty Beanie Babies
check in and out. Pleasant
Farm Equipment
for sale. 753-5318.
phone voice, outgoing perATTN Tobacco Farmers.
sonality and professional
1996 NEW Holland square
Tobacco slabs for sale.
appearance a must. Wage
baler, model 565. Excel270-522-7584,
minimum $7.14/ hour, 4
lent shape. $8.000.
270-522-8313.
day work week. To apply
1-270-247-1034
fax resume with cover let- BEANIE Baby Collection.
or 1-270-674-5557.
ter and salary require- Over 80 Beanies seeking
IRRIGATION MACHINE.
a good home. Several rements to 270-436-2202.
Center pivot, water reel,
tirees,
including
bears.
SHOPPERS needed to
reels. Call Hughes
slurry
evaluate service in Murray Sorry will not trade or sell
Farms Services. 753-4095
stores. Part time. Call 408- separately. $450. Call
753-4899
399-5070 Ext. 50
Heavy Equipment
TIRED of working for a EXCELLENT TOP SOIL
company where you're just Call 492-6141 or 753-1537
1979 MAC Tri- Axle dump
a number? Small locally
MISMATCHED
MAT- ruck. 16ft bed, 65,xxx
owned trucking company
TRESS
CLEARANCE miles on over haul. Full
needing dependable, hard
SALE. Smith Mattress Mac. Excellent rubber &
working OTR Drivers.
(270) 851-3160
excellent condition. FiHome most weekends.
Drive nice conventional STRAW for sale. $2.00/ nancing available to qualibale. Call 489-2436 if no fied party. 527-2665.
trucks. 502-435-4232
answer leave message.
WANTED:EXPERIENCED
SWEET corn County Line
OTR team for dry van,
Produce, Hwy. 121 N & in
No Hazmat, good MVR.
Murray (St. Leo's Church) CONSTRUCTION traile
Must pass drug test.
489-2211
Home regular.
for sale 12x60 753-3841
THE Green Door
Antiques, collectibles,
99 770 Volvo
CHEVY 4x4, 6 lug 15 in by
20's to 80's. Books, gifts,
(901) 584-5941 or (901)
8 in chrome rims with tires.
lot's more. From Murray:
584-5154
$400.00.
East on Hwy. 94 for about
Large approx. 400 sq. ft.
5 miles. Tum right on Hwy
custom made bungalow
070
tent with floor and extras.
Damask &
732, go 2.7 miles
Erects in about 20 mi270-436-2929.
Childcare
nutes. $400.00 call
492-8220
CLEANING houses is my

Metal Roofing
Recipe For A Beautiful Home....

Fri. 11 am.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Business Rentals

Home Furnishings

Help Wanted

LET'S Go Fishing Redworms, Canadian nightcrawlers
Cold drinks
Rex's Worm Farm 4600
Irvin Cobb Road Murray,
i•( Y

Deadline Day & Time

Just Say "Charge It"

060
Notice

Ad Deadlines

Publish

www.murphyoilcorp.com
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MURRAY LEDGER 8. TIME',
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Homes For Sale

MOM
SLEEPING
$150/mo Coleman RE.
753-9898
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Services Offered

Used Cars

48R, bath, In- level brick 1989 MERCURY Cougar
home Ready to move into Mechanically sound with
Over 2500sq ft living front end damage $450
space 4,000sq ft under obo Call 759-3359 ask for
roof Appliances & satellite
Matt
included Large wooded
For Rent
1990 MAZDA 626
lot 701 S 16th St ,
753-8448
$99,500
767-0509
2, 3 & 4BR houses, lease
Cutlass SuOLDS
1990
1995, 3br, 2 bath house
& deposit required
preme 2 owners, 2dr.
On 1 acre lot Assumable
753-4109
white/ blue interior PS,
2BR, water & appliances loan or asking $77,500
PB. PW, tilt cruise. AM/FM
759-5189
Call
included,
deposit.
tape Excellent condition
BELOW Appraisal. Se- $3,000 753-7122
$425/mo. 753-1159.
4BR 2 bath near universi- cluded 3br brick Has room 1995 LUMINA
85,xxx
ty Available immediately. for horses N/W area. Lots miles, one owner $7000
1704 Farmer 753-8413 of extras $74,500
753-5703
489-2550
evenings
CARS $100.- $500.
CLEAN
2br. 1 bath BY Owner. 3br, 2 bath
Range, refrigerator, micro- Privacy fenced backyard
& up. POLICE IMimprovements
wave, dishwasher, w/d Recent
POUNDS. Honda's, Toyohook up 321S 13th St. 759-2174.
ta's, Chevy's, Jeep's &
$525/ month. 759-5534.
BY owner 802 Olive
Sport Utility Vehicles. Call
Charming older home. Re- now 1-800-730-7772. Ext.
FOR LEASE: Neat, freshly cent improvements. Fish
6612.
painted, cleaned carpets, pond. secluded back yard,
3br. townhouse 1 1/2 garage. 3BR 2 bath
baths, all appliances, good $80's 753-8799
parking. Call Lynda at BY OWNER: Newly reGrey's Properties
decorated 4br, brick. 1989 FORD Aerostar
759-2001.
138xxx miles, runs great
C/H/A, full basement, on
SMALL 3BR house in Pan- 3 acres. Also new Berber $4,000 436-6266
arama Shores. All applian- carpet throughout home.
ces. w/d hook up C/H/A. Located 3 miles from KY
Used Trucks
$350 month Call 759-9094 Lake with Hwy 94 frontSMALL house near Ky age. Nice country home. 1991 CHEVY S10, high
Lake. call 527-3113 or $63,500. Call
miles, 4cyl, 5spd, CD play270-767-9750,
message.
er, good condition, $2500.
BY Owner: Year round
435-4026 after 6pm or
house, garage, sheds.
Rentals
leave message.
Main black top. 2 blocks
from Cypress Springs Re- 1991 FORD Truck. 52K
miles. $8300. or fair offer.
sort. $37,500. 436-5819.
762-0061.
COUNTRY
Living City 1992 CHEVY S-10. Excel
Conveniences- Exception- lent condition. 55,500.
al 3br, 2 bath, brick, dou- 759-8757.
ble lot at Town's Edge. Pri1994 RANGER Splash.
vate well, 2-car attached
753-6266
119 Main •
garage, ceramic tile floors, Black, CD player, Ultra
wheels, new tires, 5
13'X27' STORAGE build- new carpet, fireplace. Conextras.
More
sider lease with option to speed.
ing with 10'x10' overhead
buy or limited owner fi- $5950. 435-4314.
door. More info, Rogers nancing (270) 753-4109 or
93 FORD Ext- Cab. Turbo
Enterprises 753-5140.
(270) 759-8093.
Diesel 14,800. 489-2617.
C-STORAGE
FOR sale by owner: 1665 1964 CHEVY Pick up.
10x15 storage units, 4th St Calloway Ave. Less than 2
SWB, new 350 engine. No
& Sycamore E. Next to blocks off MSU campus.
rust, nice truck. 474-0052.
Cunningham Auto Repair.
Brick veneer covered car1979 BRONCO 4x4. 4spd.
753-3571.
port. Owner built. Approx.
NORTHWOOD
storage 2000sq.ft. 2Br. 1 1/2 bath, V-8.
presently has units availa- lg. paneled den. Newly re- 1964 3/4 Ton. Chevy pick
ble. 753-2905 or 753- painted inside & out Call up, 4spd. 6 cyl. Call 7670513. Beeper 742-0122.
7536.
753-6098.
1982 SCOTTSDALE, 6cyl.
FOR Sale or lease: 3BR, 2 $2700.
Neon Beach
bath house. Fenced back- 1982 Custom Deluxe, V-8.
Mini-Storage yard, central gas h/a. 206 $1500.
Call 527-8392.
Woodlawn in low $60's.
All Size Units
CHEVY 4x4,6 lug 15 in by
759-9246.
Available
tires.
HOME For Sale, 4BR, 21/2 8 in chrome rims with
$400.00.
tri-level,
brick,
bath,
Large approx. 400 sq. ft.
2600sq ft. Great location in
custom made bungalow
town. $116,000. 1615 Cartent with floor and extras.
Pets & Supplies
dinal. Call 753-2052 or
Erects in about 20 mi759-8354.
nutes. $400.00 call
Boxer
AKC
Puppies. MAKE AN OFFER! Owner
492-8220
Fawn/ white. $200. Before has relocated and is anx2p.m. Call 901-642-0258.
ious to sell. Neat Country
*ton
AKC Registered Dachs- Home with eat- in kitchen,
sunken living room & large
hund puppies. $225. Call
Dyna
1984 EBBTIDE
utility. Central gas, elec.
753-6981 or 489-6187.
Track fish & ski, 18ft, 1984
onair.
&
lot
acre
1
Lovely
DOG obedience classes or
Mercury 150hp, $3750
private. Serving Murray 17 ly minutes from town. Con- 753-4012
tact Kopperud Realty,
years. 436-2858.
753-1222. MLS# 3001609.
400
Services Offered
OLDER home on a large
Yard Sale
lot, walking distance of
A-1 Al A Tree Service,
MSU.Three BR., LR, Eat
tree
removal,
in Kitchen, one bathroom, Stump
raking,
utility room, carport & de- spraying, leaf
tached garage. New cen- hedge trimming, landscaptral heat and air unit. ing, mulch hauling & mulch
Priced to sell, call 270- spreading, gutter cleaning.
63 Caishay Lane
Licensed & insured. Full
753-2480
Aurora
of equipment. Free esline
REDUCED,
REDUCED
July 21, 22,
timates. Tim Lamb,
NEW
red
REDUCED!
23 & 24
436-5744,
brick house, 3br, 2 baths,
7 a.m. to?
1-800-548-5262.
•
central air, gas heat, large

EASTSIDE

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats. RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 436-2113
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding.
20Yrs experience
753-5592
Building
ATTENTION
contractors & cabinet makers. Kiln dried & plained
lumber for sale All Appalachian species- graded by
national hardwood limber
inspector. Call
270-376-5454.
ALL TYPES OF MOWING
Small to very large yards.
ATV bush hogging. Herbicide spraying, Message,
753-2092.
ANTENNAS
Including
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accessories.
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales,
Service and Installation
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
502-759-0901.
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands; Kenmore. 30+
years experience. BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848.

STORAGE

RN

Ltion

42071
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753-3853

HUGE
YARD SALE

Yard tools, furniture, over 300
Beanie Babies &
much more.

garage, large backyard,
2150sq ft. North Villa Subdivision, Metcalf Lane.
$110,000. 270-437-4783,
270-753-8237.
REMODELED 3br, 1 bath.
Detached garage, in HaReal Estate
zel. Mid $30's. Accepting
KOPPERUD Realty has offers 759-4826.
buyers waiting to purchase
homes- all price ranges. If
you are thinking of selling
New 3 BR,
contact one of our courtebath brick
2
professional
ous and
home in
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by our office at 711 Main
Kirksey on
440
Lots For Sale
2.3 ACRE Lot with well
septic & 200 amp service
for a home Call
270-382-2747

=Male

Dil
art
ial
ith

2 acres.
$99,500

Call 489-2842

470
Motorcycles & ATV's
BEAUTIFUL Wooded hillside. 2-17 acre tracks Restricted. 5 minutes West of 1981 HARLEY Davidson
town. 1 track with stocked Super Glide All chromed
pond, well & septic. Call out. Asking $7500. Call
for your private showing daytime- 492-8576, after
today. 753-2905.
6 30p m - 901-644-3678
MURRAY Estates, Lynn Please leave a message.
Grove Road 94W Great 1984 HONDA Shadow
Location for now & the fu- $1200. obo 753-4597.
ture Call 270-435-4487 or 1987 HONDA CBR 1000
1-888-673-0040
Hurricane, excellent condiNICE 1/2 Acre shaded lot tion $2,950 759-8757
in Murray area Has well, 95 H-D. Road King FLHR
septic & electrical hook-up 15,800 489-2617
Call 270-462-8066
VACANT Building or moUsed Can
bile home lot Well, septic,
electric service $15,000 1984 NISSAN Runs great
753-7724
$700 obo 436-5710
1989 CHEVY Beretta
Acreage
Blue. auto. V-6, air 98K
$1.000_ /67-0087.
11 TRACTS OF LAND
SHOP AT HOME 1
7-12 Acres per tract. Property located off of Hwy 94E
onto Flory 1551, Old Shiloh
Rd, Redbud Lane & proposed new Hwy 80 For
more information please
view property, review posted data, then please call
502-441-2253.

fossifitai

A-1 Tree Professionals.
tree
removal,
Stump
spraying. Serving Murray,
Calloway Co. since 1980.
Free estimates. 437-3044
or 492-8737.
AB Building, custom
decks, fencing, garages,
poll barns, carports, hardwood floors. Installed &
finished. All repairs. Quality workmanship. or
753-7860. 753-9308
ADAM'S HOME
IMPROVEMENTS
Decks, painting, remodeling. repairs. sidewalks,
etc. No job too small.
270-492-6267
AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, tree work, gutter
cleaning, cleaning out
sheds. & junk clean-up
436-2867
ALL CARPENTRY
ALL ELECTRICAL
New Construction Remodeling additions, Floor &
floor joist. Vinyl siding,
residential contractor.
L&J Home Builders.
753-9372. 753-0353.
Owner: Larry Nimmo.

CONCRETE finishing.
Sidewalks, patios, driveways. Free Estimates.
435-4619

530
SerrIces Offered

FENCING
Midway Fence Company
Chain link. & custom wood
privacy fences, installation
and repairs at reasonable
prices Dickie Farley
759-1519.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood. Insured 489-2839.
GUTTERS. Quality Seamless Aluminum Gutters,
gutter supplies & shutters.
Variety of colors. Licensed, free estimates.
West Ky Seamless Gutters, 753-0278.
JEWELL Jones Custom
Bulldozing Work. 39 years
experience. Call us, free
estimates. 489-2557.
LAMB BROTHERS
LAWN SERVICE.
Lawn mowing, landscaping, hedge trimming,
hauling, etc 436-2102
Ask for Ben

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
Emergency Water
Removal, Furniture
FREE Estimates
Call Today.

753-5827
M.S. CONSTRUCTION
Specializing in Re-Roof &
Roof Repair. Free Estimates. 489-6125.
MOODY'S Mower Repair.
Pick up and deliver. 7535668.
REPAIR
PLUMBING
SERVICE. All work guaranteed. Free estimates.
753-1134
PLUMBING
Repairs, fast service.
436-5255.
QUALITY decks, porches,
privacy fences, & odd jobs.
No job too small. Free estimates. 753-3403 or 7534120 after 5PM
SMALL Engine Repair.
753-0260.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.
TRIPPS Docks Custom
built, steel or wood boat
docks/ walkways, decks,
steel handrailing.Repair
work available. Phone
436-2778.
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration, overseeding
& fertilization, bed mulching. Free Estimates.
759-9609
WALTERS Contracting
Free estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work. Licensed & Insured. Over 20
years experience. Roofing.
additions, vinyl siding.
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592.

CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar.
CUSTOM CLOSET ORGANIZERS by LeeRowan.
Epoxy covered wire shelving. Free estimates.
Professionally installed by:
Interior Solutions
Edward Peery.
502-753-4499
CUSTOM tractor work.
Garden tilling, bush hogging, small jobs. Grader
blade work. Free estimates. Gerald Carroll 4926159.
D&D ROOFING
Call us for all of your roofing needs. 436-2613.
DAVID'S Cleaning Services. "Cleaning" vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available. David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile. Phone 502-759-4734.
Cellular 502-853-1108.
ELECTRICAL
New construction, remodeling, or just replacing a
switch. Licensed & Insured. Off. 753-0834
Hm. 759-9835.
ELECTRICIAN
Walters Electrical Works.
Electric, plumbing,
phone & T.V. hook up.
Free Column
Free estimates.
Licensed & Insured.
FREE: Beagle mixed pup
Phone 436-5376
pies. Call 437-4985.

HOME FOR RENT
Nice clean brick 2 miles North on U.S.
641 across from Wiggins Furniture.
Two bedrooms, 1 bath, living room,
den, kitchen dinette, utility, range &
ref., furnished, electric heat, window
air conditioner. $450.00 per mo. plus
deposit.(No pets).
Pick up rental application at
Wiggins Furniture
ask for Nell Wiggins
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FOR LEASE
New 2000 sq. ft. brick building
or (2) 1000 sq. ft. buildings.
Central heat & air, gas, large
concrete parking lot.

OERRYS
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of

•

Custom Woodworking
kitchen

Days
759-1503 - Nights
753-3333 -

502-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

s it
11(00i liTAIMtki
New Homes, Garages,
Vinyl Siding, Remodeling,
Pole Barns, Decks &
Additions, Etc.

(270)
436-5370
Free Estisnates

LAMB BROTHERS

Auto Loans

Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange final),
if you have been turned
.„
0
down before. Loans avail- 44

able for 1st time buyers.
bad credit. repo's or bankruptcy.

Call Kenny at
(270) 247-9300 or (800)874-0256

Wheeler-McClain Inc.
247-9300
I-800-874-0256

HighiYay
45 South

s49.95

1
-4.- 41..16.
.0.
•

0 .N\12eemelfillii•

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

CT

Cabinets

Drop by and see our showroom
. 409 SUNBURY - MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
S
.-- _.•
753-5940

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

Mayfield
Kentucky

Tree Service
Owner: Paul Lamb
• Licensed 8r Insured • Tree Trimming
• Full Line of Equipment • Tree & Stump
Removal • Quality Service

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Free Estimates

Wood
Electronics, Inc.

753-0530
18" Satellite
Systems
FREE to PRIMESTAR
Customers!!

&Tree Service

dvance
270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

Dish Network

Free Estimates

d_

OR

DirecTV

%1E1NORA

lice Sell Install kits

DIRECTV

www.woodsatellite.com

Milers
'545)cel

1®

502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262
LICENSED & INSURED
Free Estimating
24 Hr. Service
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying
Tree & Stump
Removal

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service
Full Line of
Equipment
"Quality Service"

Owned 6 Operated By
Tim Lamb

• Licenses! & Insuirel • Tree
Thininwg • Full Line ofEquipment
• Trel' & Stump Remora!
• Qua/it' Service

YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•100c; loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Current rate 8.25%, APR 8.5% - 30 yr. fixtl)

Refer to Ad #20 and ask for Gerry Puckett

753-7407

AUTO CREDIT EASY
NO CREDIT? BAD CREDIT? BANKRUPTCIES?
YOU COULD BE DRIVING THE CAR OF
YOUR DREAMS WITHIN MINUTES OF
CALLING THE AUTO LOAN PHONE!

4

By qualified installers.
We install carpet, vinyl, tile,

759-1591

fiFT
rOP

5
IT \
8
0

.01., hardwood & laminated
floors.
Residential or
Commercial

•

\I
2
40

Carpet Installation Inc.

.11111.

Global Mortgage Link

1

mNo
6
SVX4YZ

FREE!
TOTALLY
CONFIDENTIAL
HASSLE
FREE

OAN
PHONE

CALL TOLL FREE

877-We-say-OK

www.bestcarloans.getayes.com
877-937-2965
7 Minute Approval

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

problems that seem to crop up from
every direction Another's sarcasm,
topped with confusion, could push you
over the line. Take a break, walk or wnte
feelings down, rather than explode
Tonight: A boss or VIP reverses course
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
** Take your time Don't push too
hard. Your energy. patience and tolerance
are limited - just like everyone else's.
News from a distance makes you shake
your head. Regroup Be careful what you
say to a co-worker who disappoints you.
Honor your own resources. Tonight:
How about a night off?
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Your ability to find solutions
helps you wade through a maze of confusion You might not always be comfort-

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday.
July 21, 1999:
Unusual opportunities come from difficult situations. You are stable, direct and
clear about what you want. Don't be discouraged. Stay flexible. Endurance really counts. Nothing should be done
halfway You get what you want, but
you'll have to stick to it Sarcasm can
harm negotiations. Knowing what kind
of conversation you want remains key If
you are single. you might want a relationship. and you can develop one.
Recognize how very intense you are ALL Carpentry Service
that can fnghten suitors. If
sometimes
Finish
to
From Foundation
in your mate's shoes more
walk
attached,
18Yrs experience
frequently SCORPIO can get you in able with what comes up MisunderNew Construction • Restandings run rampant Be especially
modeling* Repairs* Custrouble'
careful with financial commitments You
tom Cabinets* Concrete
Work AGC Certified
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll could go way overboard. Make your
435-4272
4-Positive. needs top pnonty Tonight • Dance away
5- Dynamic,
Have
stress.
BACKHOE SERVICE
3-Average, 2-So-so. I -Difficult
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
ROY HILL Septic system.
** You may be working with others
drive-ways, hauling, foun- ARIES (March 21-Apnl 19)
dations. etc 436-2113
who are difficult and/or not communicatbecomes confusion
** Clanty
Abundance marks negatise as well as ing well You can plead your case or ask
Appliance parts to fit
positive events With extremes ruling, for support. but you'll probably be
most major brands
sarcasm happens whether you mean it to ignored Count on being the major dm or not Honor a short fuse Take a walk or mg force in your world Others give you
New & Used
break if need be You're only human and flak, you could become testy and sarcasLarge Inventory
you, too, have limits Tonight Do what tic! Who can blame you? Tonight Vanish
fast!
you want.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 221
753-1713
TAURUS iApnl 20-May 201
*** The best intentions run amok **** Listen to others who present a
You might have a difficult time with determined argument. Be careful how

Ward Elkins

21,

you verbalize what you want. Somehow,
others see you as sarcastic or misinformed. Fortunately, this will pass. Don't
hold grudges Remain communicative
Take action; claim your power. Tonight.
Share today's war stones with a pal.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221
** Make absolutely no financial commitments. There could be a backfire
Another's tightness could affect you
Give a decision a day or so: the picture
could change Unexpected news involves
a child. nsk or new flirtation. Listen to
feedback. Quickly drop any illusions'
Tonight. Avoid spending unwisely.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211
**** You are in better shape than
most. The moon beams you into a position to deal with the snafus of the day Be
careful about unleashing sarcasm on
someone in charge Be honest with yourself about a needed change on the homefront. Work toward that. Tonight. Your
smile does wonders.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 2h
** Everything seems so out of whack
that pulling into your own space and handling what you must is hest Unexpected
news surpnses you, hut recognize that
you might be oNerl tired and fatigued
Don't allow another to push you beyond
your limits. Tonight Cocoon

•
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Stay focused on what you want

Refuse to take confusion and sarcasm
personally. Tonight. Where your fnends
are.
AQUARIUS Ilan. 20-Feb. 18)
* Pressure intensifies: you may feel like
throwing in the towel. Don't Avoid
sharp words if possible. This will pass.
Others find you touchy and unpredictable. Trying to find solutions doesn't
work. Just let go. What you hear could
change radically in the next few days
Tonight: Nose to the gnndstone.
PISCES IFeb. I9-March 20)
** Accept feedback from others If
you listen rather than react, you'll gather
unusual information Read between the
lines Take an opportunity to break a pattern Question decisions carefully; postpone them if possible. More facts could
still be forthcoming. Tonight: Escape to
the movies.
BORN TODAY
Actor Jon Lovuz (1957). actor Robin
Williams (1952), U.S. Attorney General
Janet Reno (1938)
see

DON'T MISS THE
JERRY LEWIS
MN TELETHON
SEPT. 5-6

- no one else can. nght now A friend

LABOR DAY WEEKEND

can be overly assertise, in your opinion
Look past what is happening Think
about the importance of'.our ohiecti‘es

PADA
..SSOCIATION
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DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT

LOOKING BACK

Students who are successful in
first grade are usually the successes
in fifth grade. They have developed
good school habits.
If I could give parents one piece
of advice, it would be: Teach your
children what "no" means. Do not
give in! Your child needs self-control, language and effort to achieve
success.
A TEACHER WHO CARES
ABOUT THE FUTURE

ty representatis,... of the Kentucky
len years agu
DEAR ABBY: I have been dating
Need
of
Youth Conference.
picture
a
is
a man for two years. He's the love of
Published
in
my
late
I'm
and
he's
20s
life.
my
Sanand
Prof. John C. Winter of the
Ward
Euple
Director
Line
DEAR DR. GOTT: What causes'
in his late 30s. We get along perdra Michael. extension officer of Murray State University Fine Arts
gallstones and gallbladder problems?
fectly. We live together and spend
Beta Sigma Phi chapter. discussing faculty will present an organ recital
Are they aggravated by a high-fat
most ofour free time together.
diet?
parking arrangements for the Land tonight at First Methodist Church,
I have been bringing up the topic
Between the Lakes Arts & Crafts Mayfield.
DEAR READER: Most gallstones
of marriage lately because I'd love
Forty years ago
July 29-31. The parking fee
Show
are composed of cholesterol deposits
to start a family, but in order to do
that gradually build up in the body's
Sally Sprunger, Nancy Ryan,
of $1 per car will he donated to
so I need a commitment. He says he
bile reservoir, the gallbladder. Some
loves me and that I am his world,
Need Line.
Lynnette Lassiter, Diane Larson,
patients are particularly prone to gallbut "marriage" scares him.
Births reported include a girl Kay Winning, Tina Sprunger. Carol
stones, probably because of genetic
The other day I proposed and
you
Thank
Teresa and Ronald Herman, a •Quertermous and Susie Outland,
to
:
TEACHER
DEAR
influences leading to high cholesterol
gave him a diamond ring. He was
letter. Ex- girl to Melissa and Robert Lamb, Girl Scouts, with their leader, Mrs.
ng
compelli
a
for
concentration in the bile, coupled with
shocked, to say the least, and didn't
children may act a boy to Tanya and Franklin Wells Arlo Sprunger, are pictured on
a deficiency in the ability to excrete
answer me. The only thing he said tremely bright
are bored. and a boy to Flossie and Steve their return from the Internationuncrystallized cholesterol molecules.
was that he was afraid of getting out because they
who conchild
a
course,
of
And,
to Kim and al Girl Scout Roundup at ColThere appears to be a relation
hurt again. Abby, I don't know what
be Smith, July 15: a boy
should
es
misbehav
galland
sistently
between blood cholesterol
16.
July
Coltharp.
to do. I love him, but I have made it
Brian
orado Springs, Colo.
out attention
stones, so dietary fat may play a role
clear I won't wait forever. He knows evaluated to rule
ago
years
. A barn, owned' by Harold
Twenty
atten(ADD) or
in stone formation.
how I feel. What should I do? My deficit disorder
Court Speight, on South 16th Street was
Fiscal
County
Calloway
disorve
hyperacti
deficit
tion
biological clock is ticking.
Classically, gallstones are said to
your letter voted to advertise for bids for new destroyed by fire on July 18. Also
LOST IN LOVE der (ADHD). I hope
occur in fat females over forty. and to
admonition to thermal windows for the Calloway in the barn were several bales of
an
as
serve
will
some extent this is true. However,
off their
DEAR LOST: Ask him,"Are parents who shrugor as "kids County Courthouse at its meeting. hay, furniture and garden equipanybody is entitled to gallstones,
misbehavi
children's
or
Ed Maddox of Murray took first ment which were destroyed by the
me,
of
afraid
losing
uppermore
you
which typically cause right
more afraid of being hurt?" will be kids."
in horse pulling competition fire.
place
abdominal pain after eating.
Children need to be prepared
Give him a deadline, and if he's
Fifty years ago
Murray-Calloway County
the
at
a
into
thrust
Gallstones tend to rub against the
are
— he's before they
it
face
n,"
still
"uncertai
Waylon Rayburn, Reba Overirritation
Fair.
but
causing
gallbladder lining,
classroom environment,
not for you.
All-Stars
they
bey,
Idell Bailey and Dewey RagsLeague
what
Little
Murray
know
and spasm. Sometimes small stones
cannot
P.S. It's perfectly proper to they
taught. Among lost to Mayfield in a playoff base- dale are new officers of the Calmay become wedged in the duct leadbeen
not
have
the
to
return
please
ask him
ing from the gallbladder to the small
the lessons they should master ball game at Mayfield. Mitch Gro- loway County Chapter of the Amerring.
intestine, leading to excruciating
are respect for other people, gan and Dennis Thurman were Mur- ican Red Cross. Mrs. Mary Pace
***
colic, blockage of the duct, jaundice
sharing, making good use of ray pitchers.
is the executive secretary.
to channel
n.
inflammatio
liver
and
ABBY: This is in response spare time, how and how to
DEAR
J. Matt Sparkman has arrived
Births reported include a girl
Most patients with repeated attacks
to "Had It in San Diego," who com- their aggressions
in
Murray to begin his duties as
n.
frustratio
Doughty,
William
and
Mrs.
have
Mr.
of
to
of gallstones are delighted to
about the unruly behavior tolerate a degree
plained
first dean of students at Murthe
June 29.
their gallbladders (and the stones)
***
of her nephews. You replied,"Imagray
State College on Aug. I.
is
surgery
such
Thirty years ago
removed. Although
ine when the 6-year-old must be in
To receive a collection of Abby's most
reported include a boy
Births
uncomfortable, it can be simply perthe
of
E.
Morland
as
Ramon
Capt.
a structured environment such
memorable — and most frequently
pe)
(laparosco
tube
Mrs. Edgar Colson,
and
a
to
Mr.
through
formed
school."
requested — poems and essays, send a United States Army has been awardto Mr. and Mrs.
girl
a
12:
July
as a "Band-Aid" operation with miniteach first grade
I
Abby,
Well,
business-size, self-addressed envelope, ed
the Silver Star for service
mal convalescence. There are preplus check or money order for $9.95
and a boy
what happens.
Cooper
you
Robert
can
tell
James
and
of
the
Republic
Canada) to: Dear Abby's while serving in
scription medicines that, when taken
When it's time to open the reading ($4.50 in P.O.
Mrs. Thomas Williams,
and
to
Mr.
Morris,
Mount
447,
Box
gallstones.
"Keepers,"
Vietnam.
for months, can dissolve
book, point to the words and follow
IL 61054-0447.(Postage is included.)
Mrs. Don Keller and William July 13.
However, until the day when medical
along, the well-behaved child will do
antiuniversal
a
discovers
science
A. Bryant, both of Murray, have
just that and will soon be reading.
dote, the best way to avoid gallstones
look
may
child
been appointed as Calloway Counbehaved
poorly
The
is to watch the fat in your diet, stay
elsewhere, spin his book or make
faces. He will need more direction
TODAY IN HISTORY
CONTRACT BRIDGE
and will probably be learningdelayed, even though he may be
By The Associated Press
and another spade. Declarer's only
South dealer.
quite able.
(Passenger Cars & Light Trucks)
is Tuesday, July 20. the
winning
Today
after
chance,
e
reasonabl
.
The well-behaved child will take Both sides vulnerable
queen,
the
of 1999. There are 164
with
day
201st
the third spade
NORTH
turns, follow school rules, and
•6 Year Limited Warranty
was to rely on a diamond finesse. days left in the year.
3
4
5
J
Q
interact positively with other stu• 24 Month Free Replacement
But when, in the fullness of
V 72
Today's Highlight in History:
dents and adults. The poorly
he attempted it, East won
time,
• 24 Hour Roadside Assistance
6
A
9
J
•
On July 20, 1969, Apollo 11
behaved child may hit others, throw
cashed two more astronauts Neil Armstrong and
and
king
the
with
+Q4
Ride
Quiet
prop,
school
• Smooth
tantrums or damage
spades to put the contract down Edwin "Buzz" Aldrin became the
EAST
WEST
erty, which will result in many
# AK 1098 one.
telephone calls home, detention, 462
first men to walk on the moon.
Declarer missed his chance
11 5 4
VQJ 98
referrals to the principal and other
On this date:
to sew up the contract when he
•K 8 2
.743
negative consequences.
In 1810, Colombia declared inde753-1111
•
Rd.
400 Industrial
played the jack of spades from
41063
+8752
from Spain.
pendence
should
He
one.
trick
at
dummy
SOUTH
In 1861: the Congress of the
have realized that, by playing low
47
DAILY COMICS
from dummy on the opening lead, Confederate States began holding
VA K 1063
no lie of the cards could defeat sessions in Richmond, Va.
Q 105
•
BLONDIE
three notrump, since there would
In 1871, British Columbia
*A KJ 9
to
East
for
way
no
been
mums
have
FOR)
then
I
BEFORE
Confederation as a CanaOH
THIS
DEAR,
entered
bidding:
The
CONTRACT
THArr
DID vOu SET
DINNER?
North East collect more than three spade dian province.
SIGNED? CM XX KEEP YOUR JOS? DOESN'T SOUND BEGIN, THERE'S
South West
SOMETHING I
VERY GOOD
Pass tricks.
14
Pass
1V
In 1881, Sioux Indian leader
_ntr i2-ATHER IATALL.
NEED TO
After this play, the defense Sitting Bull, a fugitive since the
Pass
2•
Pass
2+
KNOW...
TELL. YOU
Dble would score at most three spades Battle of the Little Big Horn, sur•Nt
Pass
Pass
3 NT
c
SITTING
and a diamond, while at the same
spades.
*
Opening lead — six of
DOWN
rendered to federal troops.
time South would be certain to
In 1942, the first detachment
There are more safety plays take two hearts, four clubs and of the Women's Army Auxiliary
diathe
if
even
—
in bridge than anyone could possi- three diamonds
Corps — later known as WACs
bly enumerate, and indeed one mond finesse,when attempted,lost.
— began basic training at Fort
to
odd
seem
may
it
Of course,
might say that they are of infinite
Moines, Iowa.
the
on
Des
dummy
from
low
follow
often
is
them
ng
Recognizi
variety.
a serious challenge, and many a spade lead, but the reason for that
Ten years ago: President Bush
declarer has fallen flat on his face play is certainly simple enough. If
declarer plays low from dummy, called for a long-range space proat the crucial moment.
CATHY
Consider this deal where East he assures the contract against gram to build an orbiting space
ZILLIONS SPENT
CHANGES
BODY
toornAg5
A
WEARING
TRY
TO
three notrump on the bid- any distribution, while if he plays station, establish a base on the moon
HAS
doubled
SHE
NEW
A
THAT
IS
LEARNING ABOUT
THE
DAY
DURING
SHAPE
IT
IF
SEE
TO
DAY
conventionally ask- the jack, he jeopardizes the con- and send a manned mission to the
ALL
shown,
IT
ding
OUTFIT FOR YOUR,
WEIGHT LOSS...BUT
the first suit bid tract and, in the actual case, goes planet Mars.
lead
WILL FIT ALL DAY OR WILL MANN CLOTHES THAT LOOK,
to
West
ing
VACATION, CHARLENE ?
NO ONE HAS A CLUE
down.
ONLY FIT IN THE /AWNING. GREAT AT IO 00Am CAN'T
dummy
by
Five years ago: Bosnian Serbs
ABOUT uJEIGHT SHIFT.
EVEN BE ZIPPED BY Z:00 P/A
The safety play in spades at
YES. THIS 15 ITS
West duly led a spade, East
an international peace plan
rejected
for
TEST DAy.
winning dummy's jack with the trick one eloquently speaks
WHAT ARE 40U
by the United States,
sponsored
itself.
ace
the
king and continuing with
TALKING ABOUT?
"MST DAN
Russia, France, Britain and GerTomorrow: Zia magic.
many.
One year ago: Russia won an
$11.2 billion loan from the InterCROSSWORDS
national Monetary Fund to help
avert the devaluation of its cur35 And so on
ACROSS
rency.
(Latin abbr )
Answer to Previous Puzzle
36 Gear
1 Blunder
slim.., and put oft reaching 40.
To give you related information. I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Gallbladder Disease." Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $2 plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017,
Murray Hill Station. New York, NY
10156. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I suffer from
severe hay fever in the spring and fall.
For the last 10 years, I've taken overthe-counter remedies at those times.
Will this habit cause me to die a horrible death? I'm not eager to get allergy
shots.
DEAR READER: Seasonal allergies
are, as you point out, usually caused
by reactions to the pollens of growing
plants. The use of non-prescription
antihistamines will not harm you and,
if you are helped by them, I suggest
continuing them. You should know,
however, that new non-sedating anti- histamine drugs are now available by
prescription, so you ought to talk to
your doctor about Allegra, Claritin or
Zyrtec.
As an additional option, desensitization injections could solve your problem. Administered by an allergist
after extensive testing, these shots
may enable you to overcome your
allergies, without the need for antihistamine drugs. Also, the allergist
would be able to suggest other antihay fever treatment, such as
NasaCrom sprays. In my opinion, an
allergist is your next, logical step.

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

Lifeliner STE

Warehouse Tire

- GOV)7o6
HEy,ANTHONy,
you'RE DoING,FOR GoRD
HERE!

OR*INALLy, I WAS HIRED To,
you KNow,PuMP GAS .801
WHEN I SAW HOW HE
WAS DOING HIS
ACCOUNTS AN'
STUFF,I FIGURED

CouLD,LiKE,HELP
o
HIM
UTt

•se

I WENT TO THE HDD.
CREATED A TEMP FOLDER,
UPLOADED AND INSTALLED
A 2 MEG,PATCH THEN I
CONVERTED ALL MS FILES
FROM DOS TO WINDOWS.
&ALT A DATABASE,BUZZED
UP SOME INPUT
FORMS AND
(,

QuERy
TABLES
AND...
GENTLEMEN,
WE ARE IN

PI-AT C119
GARFLEI,D
-rs-IE NEXT TIME I SEE YOU
TWO, I EXPECT YOU TO BE DOING
SOMETHING WORTHWHILE

YOU KNOW WHAT THAT
MEANS, DON'T YOU,°DIE?

WE'LL NEVER
SEE JON AGAIN

1

2

13

s Subscribe to

37 To combine
38 Hastened
40 Lose color
41 Myself
43 Hartford's St
44 Table scraps
45 Streisand ID
47 Spanish gold
49 Goodbye
(Sp)
51 Merriment
52 — receiver
54 Hgt
55 Al or Tipper
56 Chair
57 Quiet!
58 A — in one

5 TV sched
abbr
8 Temperate
12 Competent
13 Young male
14 Liberate
15 Buzzing
insect
16 A Feldman
18 Actor Kilmer
19 Mount
Rushmore
St.
20 Chortled
21 "—, God"
23 Math term
24 Reflection
26 Precipice
28 Rent
29 Cooking
utensil
30 Letters of the
alphabet
32 Grafted
(heraldry)
33 Sci
workroom
34 Ocho
Jamaica

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
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7-20

DOWN

champ,
1976-80
7 Affirmative
vote
8 13th U S
pres
9 Sportscaster
Cross
10 Jump over

1 Spreads
gossip
2 Dutiful
3 Corrida
cheer
4 Iron symbol
5 Cut of beef
(hyph )
6 Wimbledon
5

14

6

9

7

+

15

1

20

19

27
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SEE? I PUT GRAPE JELLY
ON MY TOAST . THEN I'M
EXTRA CAREFUL TO MAKE
SURE IT DOESN'T SLIDE OFF

.
BUT 15 THAT ENOUGH? NO!
IT FALLS DOWN THROUGH
LITTLE I4OLE5 IN THE TOAST
AND GET5 ON INY SHIRT;
<C

7-20

GRAPE JELLY
HATES ME..

id s
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ar.
41
47
52
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24

PEANUTS

1 11

18

17

16

110

14

13
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45

I
ill
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11 Sandwich
shop
16 Animal
enclosure
17 Yellow of egg
20 Ms enc
22 Greeting
25 Bout
26 Corn on the
27 Laissez
28 Director
Spike —
29 Dogtail
movement
31 Opp of NNW
33 Cover
34 Cincinnati —
36 — — life
37 Wrestling
pads
39 Roman 99
40 Whitish mass
of bubbles
41 Cuts the
grass
42 Lake or canal
44 Lubricates
45 Mr Ives
46 Large dagger
48 Harem room
Boot
50
51 Egg — young
53 Filmdom
alien
55 F-I linkup
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